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The Whitnell Ave. Kwik-Pik Store in
Murray was robbed of $26.21 late Friday
afternoon by a young black male ac-
cording to investigating officers of the
Murray Police Department.
Officers reported that the suspect
allegedly entered the store and asked an
attendant, Mrs. Abbott, for change for a
one-dollar bill. When Mrs. Abbott opened
the cash register, the man then demanded
all the money.
Mrs. Abbott was then said to have
reached for a bag in which to put the
money when the man hit her in the head
with a gun. She reportedly turned around
and he then hit her again with a stick he
had in his hand.
Mrs. Abbott was reportedly not seriously
injured by the attack.






The Hazel Community Center is open to
the public with a few remaining dates in
December, said Mrs. Sandra Gallimore,
chairman of the Hazel Community Center
Committee Board of Directors. Twelve or
13 bookings have already been scheduled
for that month and Mrs. Gallimore urges
interested groups to call soon for reser-
vations.
The facility contains a large meeting
room, office area and kitchen. It is
available to any civic organization or
private group for such uses as showers,
dinners, dances or parties. Most of the
civic organizations of Hazel have already
established regular meeting nights at the
Center.
Eventually the Center will be offered for
use tree et camps, aut Dana Oalkilaere mid
that until the costs of completing the
Center and stocking it with supplies are
met, fees would be assessed.
Fees for renting the Center are parties
and showers (without use of the stove) $6,
dinners and suppers $15, parties and
dances $25. Non-profit civic organizations
may use the facility free.
Once a week the Center is the meeting
point for area senior citizens. Sheila
Suiter, working with the Senior Citizens
Program, provides the elderly with
transportation for their weekly chores.
Mrs. Gallimore urges anyone interested
in renting the Center to contact the Hazel
Community Center Committee. She said
that although the facility is 10 miles from
Murray, many open dates are available to
allow greater flexibility in scheduling.
Also, although the Center has place
settings for fifty, donations of silverware,




A trailer belonging to Bob Farmer
burned Friday around 4 p.m. according to
officials of the Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad who were called to the blaze
near Pine Bluff Shores.
The trailer apparently caught fire in the
kitchen section and burned despite efforts
of the volunteers. No one was at home at
the time of the blaze.
Answering with the three units were:
Bud Miller, Kenny Collins, Loyd Key,
Robert Trenholrn, Ronnie Barnett, Floyd
Garland, Charles Tubbs, Jerry Edwards,
Hal Winchester, Ron Stout, Ran Stout, and
Carl Hosford.
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1976 UCENSE STICKER—Cindy Cossey and Jane Morns display the new stickers that will be used for 1976 
automobile
registration. The sample license plate on the wall shows the correct positioning for the new stickers, which will be placed
on 1975 license plates.
Inflation has hit the state of Kentucky, in
case you hadn't noticed, and $12.50 will
only buy a sticker about the size of a
postage stamp when Kentucky motorists
go to license their automobiles next year.
In an effort to save money, the state,
under a 1974 act, printed decals this year
an reflective material. The smaller decals
are expected to save the state in having the
regular metal license plates stamped and
painted.
The new reflective decal or tag will be
placed in the lower right side of the 1975
license tag. It will bear a number that will
be added to the motorist's registration
receipt along with the number on the 1975
Issue.
Marvin Harris, Calloway County Court
Clerk, said the new decals will only appear
on passenger cars. Trucks and motor-
cycles will receive a new metal plate just
as all vehicles in past years.
The change, however, is expected to
cause a few problems. After the backing is
peeled from the tag, the person has about
one minute to place it on the license. A
sample plate at the clerk's office shows the
proper positioning of the decal and
demonstrates its strength.
Harris said there may be a problem with
people losing the small tag, as well. The
tag measures not much larger than a large
postage stamp. "Some people may lose
NEEDUNE CAROLERS—Rev. Robert Brockhoff and Mrs. Euple Ward are goin7
over plans for the "Needline-Guolers" who will be singing throughout Murray
beginning next week The carolers will be identified by a circular identification
card and will be carrying a replica of a candle to receive donations from local
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
them between theclerk's office and their
auto," Harris said.
Although the new tags or decals may
cause problems to the motorists, they have
at least one advantage for the clerk's of-
fice which dispenses them. They are small
and take up very little storage space.
"Several thousand tags can be stored in
boxes in a relatively small space and they
are light so everyone can handle them,"
the clerk noted.
Changed with the expectation of saving --
money for the state, the motorists will still
have to go to the clerk's office in their
Stall Photo by David Hal
county and purchase their license. This is
not expected to decrease the lines or
waiting periods in many of the larger
counties.
The new stickers go on sale Monday and
must be on automobiles by March 1.
Motorists who purchase a sticker and
later trade vehicles will be given a 1975
license plate and a 1976 sticker when they
license the new auto. The stickers will be
used for the estimated two million cars
licensed in Kentucky. Another one million
trucks, trailers and motorcycles will use
(new metal plates.
One Section — 12 Pages




WASHENGTON (AP) — Legislation
authorizing $2.3 billion in federal loans to
save New York City from default passed
easily in the Senate early today and was
sent to the White House for certain ap-
proval.
I "Somehow or another an awful lot of
fiscal rabbits have been pulled out of New
York's hat in the last few weeks," said
Sen. James Buckley, R-N.Y., who voted
for the bill. Senate approval came on a 57
to 30 vote.
Final congressional action ended mon-
ths of speculation as to whether the federal
government would step in to keep the city
from defaulting on its obligations. The bill
extends $2.3 billion in short-term loans for
the city and is effective for the next three
years.
President Ford proposed the bill In late
November, reversing his previous op-
position to federal aid for the city. The
House okayed the measure 213 to 203 last
Tuesday.
City officials have warned that default
could come as soon as next Thursday, but
with approval of the federal loans, it is ex-
pected that city bondholders will exchange
their due notes for long-term notes to
enable New York to continue operations
without a formal default.
On behalf of eight million New
Yorkers, I commend the members of
Congress from all over the country who
recognized that we have a practical self-
help plan in place and that this legislation
is in the national interest," said New York
Mayor Abraham I3eame.
The final Senate vote, at 12:15 a.m.,
came after prolonged debate and parlia-
mentary gimmickry by opponents who
failed to mount a threatened filibuster.
Gov. Carroll Presented With First
Annual 'Good Scout' By Four Rivers
The first annual "Good Scout" Award
was presented to Gov. Julian Carroll
recently before more than a hundred and
fifty Purchase Area businessmen and
Scout leaders at Griefs Restaurant in
Paducah.
The "Businessmen for Boys' Lunch-0-
Bee" was hosted by the Executive board of
the Four Rivers Boy Scout Council. The $50
a plate luncheon was held to raise funds to
help finance the council's scouting
Program.
Dr. William T. Parker, president elect of
the council presented the award to Gov
Carroll. Dr. Parker, an Eagle Scout from
Troop 45, Murray is now an orthodontist in
Paducah.
The Four Rivers Council consists of the
eight Jackson Purchase Counties.
Livingston county and in Southern Illinois.
Maniac. county.
ACCOIting to Ralph Waldrop, Mayfield,
council president, there are some 4,000
Scouts and leaders in the 10 county area.
Waldrop has four sons, three of which have
earned the coveted Eagle Award.
Gov. Carroll stated that in 1974, one-
third of all crimed in Kentucky were
committed by young people under 18 years
of age. He went on to say that the work
around the governor's mansion is done b)
trustees from LaGrange Reformotry and
that in talking with them he had noted onl'y
two things they all had, in common.
He said, "I have never found one of these
men to have been a former Boy Scout, and
I have never found one of them who spent
any time hunting and fishing (as a boy
Continuing, Gov. Carroll said that his
oldest son, age 20, was the third generation
Carroll member to have boon a part of
Troop 21 at Heath, as he and his father also
before him belonged. His younger son, age
11, is currently a member of a Frankfort
Cub Scout Pack.
Gov. Carroll also mentioned his love for
hunting and fishing as being activities he
shares with his sons when possible His
older son was, that day, hunting quail with
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friends and the governor planned to join
them during the weekend. His younger son
already has his own 20-gauge shotgun and
goes dove hunting with the governor.
He went on to say that the businessmen,
In their financial support of Scouting, were
"providing young men with one of life's
most important things, an opportunity."
He said the opportunity for those who
accept it and work with it, can lead them
Into worthwhile activities For this
reason alone," Gov. Carroll said,
"Scouting is a good investment It saves
you money in the long run "
Gov. Carroll went on to praise the local
council in their special efforts which
raised some $7,000.
He commended scouting as a prime
mover in bringing young men to "self-
discipllne...the forgotten criteria that has
made our nation great."
Gov. Carroll added, "One of the greatest
temptations facing the young people of
today is to just do what they please. There
is little reason for young people to exercise
the self-discipline needed to do our work,
to live within certain conduct, to exercise
our belief in God and practice it
religiously." However, when a boy is
exposed to Scouting, it helps him to
develop self discipline Gov. Carroll said.
"A disciplined Scout can achieve
anything."
Council president Waldrop, also
reported on 1975 scouting programs em-
phasizing that it was a very good year for
the area. He noted construction of a new
trading post and swimming docks at the
Ky. Lake Scout Reservation along with
year round training programs for both
scouts and leaders as the major ac-
complishments of the council.
Waldrop also cited that scout attendance
in the annual summer camp program on
Kentucky lake was up 26 per cent in 1975
over the year before.
Amendments to weaken the bill all failed.
The Senate may now be faced with a
round of filibusters against the ap-
propriations bill to actually provide the
money to cover the loans.
The bill approved today creates a
vehicle by which New York City can
borrow from the federal Treasury. Still to
be considered by both the House and
Senate is a $10.3-billion supplemental ap-
propriations bill which contains the money
to be loaned.
Boerne said, "I am hopeful that the ap-
propriations bill will be speedily approved
and that the federal loan program will be
Implemented in time to complete the





PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The TIODOSSee
Valley Authority has paid $231,000 to settle
more than 300 claims tram farmers with
crops damaged by sulfur dioxide in the
area of the Shawnee Steam Plant in Mc-
Cracken County.
Leonard Smith, a member of the TVA
legal staff in Knoxville, said Friday that
the payments covered damage to tobacco,
soybeans and gardens caused by sulfur
dioxide burns in 1971, 1974 and 1975.
Smith ld 215 claims had been oettlad
"without a single ease geese to coot. "
The worst burn, reported July 21, 1975,
affected a strip of farmland about six
miles wide and 14 miles long.
After that incident, the TVA adopted an
emergency system of sulfur dioxide con-
trol at the plant which was continued until
the crop growing season ended this fall.
TVA is establishing a system to control
sulfur dioxide emissions at Shawnee that
should be operating by the end of this mon-
th, according to Cr. Larry Montgomery,
chief of the TVA air quality branch at
Muscle Shoals, Ala.
Montgomery said the system "un-
doubtedly will have bugs in it at first, but
we are confident it will be adjusted for full
use before the next crop season."
He said the system, which will cost $1.2
million to install and about $3 million a
year to operate and maintain, will
eliminate the guesswork of the emergency
system.
Clearing and Colder
Partial clearing and colder tonight.
Lows from near 30 to mid 30s. Partly
cloudy and colder Sunday with highs in the
408. Outlook for Monday — partly cloudy
and wanner. Precipitation chances are 20
per cent tonight.
"GOOD SCOUT.AWARD"--Gov. Julian Carroll, fifth from left, was recently presented the first annual "Good Scout"
award by the Four Rivers Council of Boy Scouts. Among those at the presentation were, left to right, Grover Parker, Hoyt
Wyatt, Sid Easley, 1 [nix, Carroll, Ed Chrisman, foe Dick, and Ron Mitchell
Photo by Gerald Carte.
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She Tunes Out When
Older Men Turn On
DEAR ABBY: I am a college junior and my problem is
that older men are always making passes at me. I'm no
"touch-me-not," but I just don't dig older men. In fact, they
turn me off.
First off, my roommate's father (he's divorced)
propositioned me, and I told him "No way." He kept trying
to talk me into it. I finally told him he reminded me too
much of my father, so he gave up.
Then, one of my professors (an old, married man of 47)
told me that I had a very good mind but that I didn't know
how to study. Then, he offered to teach me.
I said, "Great," but when he told me he had the key to a
friend's apartment for the instruction, I told him I wasn't
interested. He looked crushed!
Last week, I went to the health service with an infected
toe, and the doctor, who must have been 50, asked me for a
date. He really was gross and wouldn't take no for an
answer. I finally told him he was too old for me. I know I
hurt his feelings.
When you tell a young guy to get lost, he accepts it and
there's no hassle, but you can't turn down an older man
without destroying his ego. How come?
HATES HASSLES
DEAR HATES: Men are no different from women. No
one wants to be turned down because of age. Don't waste
your tears on older men. If they approach enough young
gals, they're bound to find one who digs older men.
DEAR ABBY: Several years ago. I read a letter in your
column from a man whose family beat him to the newspaper
every night. His wife had already clipped the coupons out,
his mother-in-law had torn out the crossword puzzle and his
daughter had cut out Dear Abby. Of course, the paper was
unreadable by that time.
As a solution, you suggested that he treat himself to a
second subscription.
It may be a little late to tell you this, but when I was
growing up and my dad got home from work, all he wanted
was his favorite chair and the evening paper. Sometimes he
had to remind us to get out of his chair, and occasionally
we'd have to hunt around for the paper, but he always got
them both. That was one of the First lessons of respect I can
ever remember learning.
I think you should have advised that family to go ahead
and read the paper, but to leave it the way they found it
until the man of the house had seen it. Then do the clipping.
KATHY S.
DEAR KATHY: Thanks. Your answer was better than
mine.
DEAR ABBY: I read in your column where to send for a
form to donate my eyes after death. Then I heard that they
don't want anyone's eyes unless they have perfect vision,
which I do not have. Is that true?
WANTS TO DONATE
DEAR WANTS: Not true.
CONFIDENTIAL TO MR. J.: •
1. When was the last time you told you wife you loved
her?
2. When was the last time you paid her a compliment
about the way she looked (or cooked)?
3. When was the last time you gave her a kiss. (Not a
peck; but a real honest-to-goodness, toe-curling kiss?)
4. When was the last time you surprised her with a little
gift —flowers, a silly card or something you knew she
wanted?
If the answer to three out of these four questions is "over
six months," your marriage could be in trouble.
at
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Drawing for Door Prize of a Macrame Hanger Valued at
$125.00
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L. Keith At Hsi n Speak s At Mat*
Of lk DAR Clapte r At emptily*,
The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution held its
Saturday afternoon meeting at
the lovely country home of Mrs.
Leon Grogan. The house was
beautifully decorated with a
profusion of autumn flowers
and late yellow roses.
Mrs. John J. Livesay, regent,
opened the meeting with the
pledge of allegiance to the flag,
and Mrs. Max Hurt, chaplain,
conducted the DAR ritual.
Dr. Keith M. Heim of the
Special Collections Department
of Murray State University
Library, was introduced by
Miss Maude Nance, program
chairman, as speaker of the
day. He chose as his subject,
The Battle of King's Moun-
Dr. Keith M. Heim
- Guest Speaker
Lain," saying that in his years of
teaching history at the
University of North Carolina he
had never fully realized the
close connection of Kentuckians
with the men of King's Moun-
tain.
"Since coming to Murray and
beginning to learn something of
the genealogical elements
which make up the people of
Calloway County," said Dr.
Heim, "I have discovered that
many of you are direct
descendants of those men who
fought so well and so fiercely at
King's Mountain, Cowpens, and
Guilford Courthouse, the three
battles which had so much to do
with turning the tide of
Revolutionary Warfare toward
final victory for the Ameriearr•
Forces. Therefore, I feel that
this battle and its results will be
of particular interest to your
chapter."
With clearly drawn maps, Dr.
Heim demonstrated the
disposition of the American and
English troops, and described
the severity of the treatment of
Americans who fell into English
hands, particularly the hands of
Banietre Tarleton who refused
to accept the surrender of
prisoners and had them cut
down by his men.
Just such another English
officer as -No Quarter"
Tarleton was Ferguson who was
given command of the forces
which invested the corner of
Carolina nearest the Watauga
Settlement. Things were
looking black for the small force
of North and South Carolinians
who opposed the English. The
Watauga Settlers had been too
busy with Indian troubles and
with building up their com-
munity to spare much attention
for the Revolution, and would
probably have been content to
go along in much the same way,
* An Advertised Merchandise is at Least 30% Off Our Everyday Low Prices





Get to know us; you'll like us. - - -
104 Friday
14 Sun
Glen Helm, left, instructs senior citizens of the New Con-
cord area on the craft of macrame at the meeting held
November 19 at the home of Mrs. Simone Taylor, Keniaina
Shores, Hamlin. Mr. Helm was assisted by Naomi Roper in in-
structing the group. Those present were Ella Wiloughby,
Ruth Ferguson, Bea Pearson, Ruth Jury, Mary Rawlings, Mellie
Sills, Effie Edwards, Lucille Wison, Lillian Montgomery, Mary
Montgomery, Pat Swisher, Annette Burnham, and Simone
Taylor, along with Helm and Roper, instructors.
Court
Square




• Caulk around window
frames.
Then finally, heat no higher
than 68 degrees and lots lower
in unused rooms.
You can keep heat afford-
able by sealing your home now.































































































but Ferguson made a bad
mistake; he threatened the
settlement, declaring that if any
of its men supported the
American cause, he would
destroy the entire settlement,
leaving no man alive and no
house unburned.
The Watauga men were
aroused to fighting fury. They
had long been used to living in
danger, and they were not the
sort of people to be cowed by
threats. From every cabin in
the Watauga Country men
poured out to oppose British
oppression. Under the
leadership of such men as Isaac
Shelby and John Sevier they
rushed to join their fellow
Americans for the battle they
knew must be fought.
Ferguson had chosen to place
his men on the flat-topped hill
which was known as King's
Mountain. The country was
rough with a dense growth of
underbrush and trees. Deep
ravines cut the hillsides,
thickets were scattered among
them, and only the hilltop itself
was bare and level. Ferguson
considered that he had chosen
well in picking King's Mountain
for a battle site because of the
difficult approach.
Again he was mistaken; the
terrain posed no in-
surmountable problem to back-
woodsmen and hunters who
were accustomed to moving
about in exactly that same sort
of country. Taking advantage of
every ravine and thicket for
cover, the Americans fought
their way to the mountain top
and literally overran
Ferguson's forces, shouting
"Give them Tarleton's Quar-
ter!"
Without the help of the
Watauga men, King's Mountain
might have had a different and
tragic meaning in American
history, Dr. Heim said.
Mrs. Livesay thanked Dr.
Heim for the outstanding
program and conducted a short
business session.
Mrs. Grogan, assisted by




James Byrn, Paul Sturm, E. S.
Diuguid, Wells Purdom, John A.
Nance; Robert Bucy;Max kit,
Clifton Key, Corinne McNutt.
Price Doyle, and Leon Grog*,
Miss Patty Allbritten, Miss
Maude Nance, and E. Heim.
Three new members, Mrs. E.
S. Diuguid, Mrs. Estel
Morehead, and Miss Patty




New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
THE RELAXATION
RESPONSE, by Dr. Herbert
Benson. Morrow.
Dr. Benson has put together
modern scientific data and age-
old religious insights to give a
simple remedy for reducing
personal tension.
HOLD THEY VERY CLOSE,
THEN LET THEM GO, by
Richard Robertiello. Dial.
After a quarter of a century of
'permissive" child-rear ing ,
psychiatrists are haunted by the
children of this permissiveness
the author states. This is his
guide to help parents raise the
independent child they want.
THE TIMES WE HAD, by
Marion Davies. Bobbs-Merrill.
Before she died, Marion
Davies made an extensive
series of tape recordings; this
book is the result of them. She
talks freely of her love affair
with William Randolph Hearst,
the affair that lasted over three
decades.
JOY OF CRAFTS, by Blue
Mountain Crafts Council. Holt,
Rinehart & Winston.




THE UNWANTED, by Dr.
Christiaan Barnard. McKay.
This is a novel about the
making of a heart surgeon, told
with the knowledge and in-
timacy of the man who has
achieved world wide
recognition in that field, Dr.
Barnard.
THE PROMETHEUS
CRISIS, by Thomas Scortia &
Frank Robinson. Doubleday.
The two authors whose
chilling ways with suspense are
currently on view in the film
"The Towering Inferno" based
on their first novel The Glass
Walla, have again written a
taut story that could come from
tomorrow's front pages.
GRAND OLE OPRY, by Jack
Hurst. Abrams.
Produced with the
cooperation of the Opry and it's
stars, this huge volume is filled
with hundreds of colorful
photographs. The story begins
even before Judge Hay gave the
program it's name, and brings
us through fifty years of the
Nashville sound.
Town And Country Homemakers
Meet At The Vocational Center
Members of the Town and
Country Homemakers Club met
at the Murray Vocational
School at 7:30 p.m. for the
November meeting with the
Lesson on "Powder Puff
Mechanics" given by Bruce
Shaeffer, instructor in auto
mechanics.
The remainder of the evening
was spent at Delores Lawson's
home with business meeting
held with Pat Harcourt
presiding.
Those present took a few
minutes to share something new
they had tried or new ideas.
Jean Bennett gave a lesson on
"One Dish Meals" followed by a
tasting party with members
able to try several new dishes
brought by various members.
As the dishes were enjoyed, the
roll was called by Kale,Doran
and each member answered the
roll call by giving an idea for or
presenting a Christmas craft.
Fifteen members and one
guest, Aurelia Batts, were
present. Other members
present, not previously men-
tioned, were Gayle Adams,
Peggy Allgood, Hellon Carlin,
Women Meet
At Home Of Mrs. Ray Sobieski
Mrs. Ray Sabieski opened her
beautiful new home on Ken-
tucky Lake for the November
meeting of the Russell's Chapel
United Mehtodist Church
Women with Mrs. Thomas
Brown as co-hostess.
The president, Lora
Wilkinson, opened the meeting
and introduced two guests, Mrs.
McKenzie and Mrs. Ford. Toni
Hopson called the roll, read the
minutes, and gave the
treasurer's report. She reported
on the patchwork, needlepoint,
bargello pillows, and a quilt that
are on display and for sale at
Enix Interiors.
Edith McKenzie was spiritual
leader and read a poem "What
Is Prayer."
Mrs. Wilkinson told of the
many duties of the officers of
the United Methodist Women
and requested the women order
some new books for the church
library.
Carrie Hicks closed the
meeting with prayer and read
an interesting article entitled
"An Old Faded Silk Flag."
The hostesses served
delicious refreshments to the
following members and guests:
Lora Wilkinson, Daisy Wickoff,
Ethel Walker, Carrie Hicks,
Toni Hopson, Gustine Dill, Irene
Dorman, Lavine Carter, Klara
Wutzke, Elvie Carson, Lois
Sparks, Helen Hanchex, Edith
Bacon Boosters
Bacon and eggs, bacon and
tomato sandwiches, ," bacon-
wrapped banana appetizers
small wonder why this versi-
tile meat is so popular! An
important thing to remember
when purchasing bacon is,
that it must have fat for de-
sirable flavor and texture.
Even though the common he-
lief seems to be the "leaner
the better," too much lean
may reslilt in a less desirable
product that lacks typical
'"bac0ii flavor ant tftture.
Use a slotted spoon when you
are lifting poached eggs from
the cooking water.
McKinzie, and Ginny Criefield.
The next meeting will be held
December 8 at the home of Mrs.
Harry Sparks. Mrs. Sally Guy
will be the guest speaker.
Greta Gargus, Geneva Giles,
Verona Grogan, Pat,Harcourt,
Jackie Harrison, Mary Beth
Hayes, Peg Moffett, Donna
Story, and Janelle Smith.
Pevonal4
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Michael Kurtz of Murray has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Dwain McIntosh of Murray




So seal your home tight.
Make it very hard for heat to
escape. Waste will be cut and
less energy will be required to
warm your home.
• Insulate attic at least 6
inches (R-19); insulate
floors at least 2 inches
(R-7) plus vapor barrier;
insulate walls 31/2 inches
(R-11) plus vapor barrier.
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YourIndividualkoscope
Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erF%
Stellar influences hint at new
activity or a happy repetition of
something that pleased before.
Notice "little" things: They
often open the widest doors.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) t:54i 1'
Stubborn insistence on
sticking to old practices without
regard for new or more fitting
ones could be a big drawback
now. Look forward!
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21)
Curb youryour innate tendency to
scatter energies. Neither direct
them into unproductive
channels. If you concentrate on
your most important objectives,
you can accomplish handily.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Don't leave things to chance
Here is a time for reviewir4
with an eye to tightening ur
action, making Plans for thf
balance of the week.
LEO
( July 2t to Aug. 23) .124g
Above-tiverage opportunitiet.
— especiblly in money matters,
but take care not to overexpand.
Success along these lines will
depend largely on good
judgment and resourcefulness.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Especially favored now:
students, teachers, technicians
in all lines. Make the most of




(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Your capabilities need no
proving, just the right exposure.
Unexpectedly, you may get an
opportunity to prove this to
yourself — and others.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rit,e1P
Mars, beneficent, stimulates
new ideas and some revised
thinking in important matters.
A good day for revitalizing old
projects, updating metbefis ins)
procedures.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Present velocity of action and
its direction should lead you to
study needs more closely, to
determine anew your course
and conduct. Avoid a tendency
to procrastinate.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 72 to Jan. 20)
You may face antagonism,
uncontrolled tempers. Expect
such obstacles, prepare your
tactics — and counteract Day
should then go very well.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
While you go about routine, do
not forget "extras" which may
be overdue in handling. But
avoid crowding yourself to the
point of exhaustion.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
As with many Signs now,
much activity and new interests
are indicated. Whether you will
get into the swim and find your
level promptly is the question. A
truly vibrant day: Show your
mettle.
A senior piano recital will be
presented Dec 14 at Murray
State University by Mary Ann
Willis, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Forrest Willis, Route 1,
Livermore. It will be presen-
ted at 330 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
A piano major in the Music
Department, Miss Walk also
has a minor area of study in
the oboe. For the past three
years she has been a member
of Sigma Alpha Iota, a campus
music fraternity of which she
also is the recording
secretary.
Tim Gualdoni, a music
education major at Murray
State University from Herrin,
III., will present a senior piano
and harpsichord recital Wed-
nesday, Dec. 10, at 7 p.m. in
the Recital Hall of the Fine Ar-
ts Annex on the campus.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. H. T.
Gualdoni, 621 North 7th
Street, Herrin, Gualdoni, who
also has a minor area of study
in organ, will present a




GET IT All TOGETHER AT BARBARA'S Ltd..
We have beautiful accessories for your home-
lamps, mirrors, pictures, paintings, planters, and
occasional pieces are ow special interest.
We have unusual and distinctive gifts for your
Christmas stropping, in whatever price range you
may desire.
We have a lull and complete line of needlepoint
and crewel for your choosing, along with two hun-
dred colors of world-famous Paternayan Persian 3-
ply yarn. Annie Edwards, Danish-born needlework
artist and designer of international note, will be in
ow shop to assist you on Mondays and Fridays until
Christmas.
Cirisheas candles are at Barbara's, too
°FBI ON SATURDAYS 9:30. 1:30 111 CHRISTMAS
BARIIIIAPtiy8, LT D.
205 E. SOUTH STREET
247-2400
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1975
ARUM
1 Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IA
Stress your inborn prudence
and perceptiveness. Con-
structive interests favored.
Avoid doubts and fears. You
should have a bright and happy
day.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tikii?
Avoid excess activity, useless
wordage; be discriminating in
all that you do and say. Make no
drastic changes in things now
running smoothly.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Fine influences ! Your in-
centive and ambition should
match them. Be of good will,
purposeful in action. Seek
competent advice, if necessary.
Don't take anything for pan-
ted.
CANCER
( June 72 to July 23)
Augment efforts to produce
an improved program and more
effective methods to increase
advantages. Some valuable new
contacts in the offing.
LEO ,2( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Your emotions could get out
of hand. So could any number of
things become bothersome, IF
you permit. Stress tolerance
and understanding.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Recognize disturbing
elements quickly. You are
normally quite adept at this.
Several propositions may be
made to you Accept only those
which are truly worthwhile.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ari
You are not usually a
"quitter" nor do you leave
others in a lurch, but a present
tendency toward lethargy may
incline you to fail these innate
good traits. Curb!
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
Proscrastination in facing a
"big- problem or undertaking
will pile up complications. Bear
this in mind and go about this
day emphasizing your more
practical and ingenious side.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. n to Dec. 21) 360.
A splendid day for getting
ahead in personal matters,
which can aid you and yours in a
BIG way. Your good judgment
and innate generosity will net
you fine advantages.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 1/J61
Don't let dreams take the
place of action, even though





( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) =A4
Study the whys and
wherefores of past successes.
Minor alterations in your
present approach, attitudes and
methods could make a great
difference in the advances you
make.
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Vigor, a sense of respon-
sibility and pluck will be needed
now. Situations may not work
out as expected. Don't be im-
pulsive; step cautiously,
knowingly.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
natural leader of men and, with
your fine executive ability and
gift for organization, could head
a large corporation or any
group which calls for direction
and management on the grand
scale.
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers wire have not
received their home-
delivered copy if The
Murray ledger 8. Times by
5:30 p.m. are mimed to caN
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m. to insure delivery
of the newspaper. Calls must
be placed before 6 p.m.
Saturday, December 6
Ruth Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church will have a
supper with husbands as guests
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Don
_Robinson at six p. m.
Senior Citizens Swing and
Sway Band concert will be at
the Ellis Community Center at
seven p.m. The money will help
pay for expenses.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons will
meet at seven p. m. with work in
the Fellow Craft degree.
Annual Christmas parade will
be in Murray at two p.m.
Sunday, December 7
The Murray Woman's Club
will have an open meeting at
three p. m. at the club house
with a special Christmas
musical program by the Music
Department of the club.
Beef stew supper will be
served at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church
starting at 5:30 p. m., sponsored
by UMYF of Martin's Chapel
and Good Shepherd Churches.
Senior recital by Cathy
Coleman, Crystal City, Mo.,
piano, will be at two p. m. and
by Maretta Mattingly, Jef-
fersontown, clarinet, will be at
3:30 p. m. at Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Perry of
Benton Route One will be
honored with a reception in
celebration of their 60th wed-
ding anniversary at the lounge
of the Bank of Benton.
• Film "A Thief In The Night,"
will be shown at Brooks Chapel





Reg $1 .27 84 
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Williams
wW be honored at a receptia*
celebration of their SO Sled-
ding anniversary at their borne
on Hazel Route One, State Line










Murray Unit of National
Hairdressers will have a
Christmas dinner party at Lake
Barkley Lodge at 7:30 p.m.
Each one is to bring a gift in
price range of three to five
dollars.




Dorothy Moore Circle, First
Presbyterian Church, will meet
at home of Mrs. Henry
McKenzie at 7:30 p. m.
Murray Jaycees will sponsor
a football banquet for Murray
High School at Cokinial House
Smorgasbord at 6:30 p. m. with
Bill Furgerson as speaker.
Tickets are four dollars each.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at the
home of Mrs. Gary Haneline at
seven p. m.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs. Harry
Sparks.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority will
meet with Martha Andrus at
6:30 p. m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the senior
youth room at seven p. m.
Euzelian Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church, will
have a luncheon at the











NOW will meet at the United
Campus Ministry building at
730 p. m.
Jazz concert by Murray State
Men of Note will be at four p. m.
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
MSU.
Ann Hasseltine Class,
Memorial Baptist Church, will
have a potluck dinner at the
home of Laura Jennings at six
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.
Tuesday, December 9
Lydian Sunday School Class,
First Baptist Church, will have
a dinner meeting at the Holiday
Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Betty Sledd Mission Group,
Memorial Baptist Church, will
meet at Jane Rogers' home,
1205 East Dogwood.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at Lutheran Church at seven p.
m.
New Providence
Homemakers Club will meet
with Sylvia Puckett at ten a. m.
Coldwater Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Dewey
Bazzell at one p.m.
Tuesday, December 9
Betty Medd ?Cason Group
7:30 p.m. Your Individual Horoscopewill meet with Jane Rogers at
Alice Waters, Bessie Tucker,
and Maryleona Frost Circles,
First United Methodist Church,
will meet at 9:30 a. m. at home
of Mrs. James Garrison, 303
Oakdale Drive.
Faith Doran Circle, First
United Methodist Church
Women, will meet at the social
hall af4two p. m.
Group I, First Christian
Church CWF, will meet at ten a.
m. at home of Mrs, Howard
Titsworth with Mrs. Harlan
Hodges to give the program.
Group IV, First Christian
Church CWF, will meet at 7:30
p. m. at home of Mrs. Del
Fleming with Mrs. Bailey Gore
to give the program.
Murray Quota Club will meet
at twelve noon at the Triangle
Inn.
Children's Christmas Party
by Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will be at 6:30p.
m. at the club house.
Group II of First Baptist
Church Women will meet with
Mrs. I. H. Key at ten a. m. and
Group with Mrs. Bernice
Wisehart at two p. m.
Arts and Crafts Group of
Dexter Community Center will
meet at 9:30 a. m.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for senior citizens with
Bonnie Davenport to speak at
10:30 a. m., sack lunch at noon,
and band practice at 12:30 p. m.
Activities will be at greenhouse
at 10:30 a. m.
Jessie Ludwick Circle, First
Presbyterian Church, will have
a luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Stanford Hendrickson at 12:30
p. m.
Cora Graves Grace Wyatt
Circle, First Presbyterian
Church, will meet at the home
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10 Years Ago
A Citizens Advisory Committee met with
members of the Murray Municipal
Housing Commission to discuss the
possibility of the commission's con-
structing from 25 to 50 units for the elderly.
W. G. Nash is chairman of the Murray
Municipal Housing Commission.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Tom
Taylor, age 78, Murray Route Four,
William M. Caudill, Morehead, formerly of
Murray, and John Patterson, Paris, Tenn.
Miss Mildred Hatcher, associate
professor of English at Murray State,
attended the convention of the National
Council of Teachers of English held at
Boston, Mass.
Dr. Clyde Fairies, member of the speech
faculty at Murray State College, presented




Paul D. Jones is serving as district
chairman for Kirksey for the United Fund
Drive. The drive in Murray has now
reached a total of $10,700 thus far.
Dr. H. L. Oakley has recently been
appointed to serve on the Advisory Council
of the Ford Motor Company Industrial
Arts Awards Program, sponsored by the
Ford Foundation.
The Christmas Home Decorating
Contest, sponsored annually by the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club,
is underway, according to Mrs. Max
Churchill and Mrs. Freed Cothain, co-
chairmen of the contest.
Mr. and Mrs. Purdom Lassiter announce
the engagement of their daughter, Norma,
to Bill Harrell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Harrell of Murray Route Five.
The First Methodist Church Choir will
present "The Messiah" on December 11.
Prof. Robert Bear is director.
Understanding Mental Health
Key Items Of The
House-Passed Tax Bill
WASHINGTON (AP) - Key items of the
House-passed tax bill that the Senate takes
up next week include:
-Personal tax cut extensions: $13
billion for 1976. Makes permanent 1975's
temporary hikes in minimum and
maximum standard deductions used by
those who do not itemize deductions on tax
returns.
Creates. lust for 1976. a new 2 oer cent
tax credit on first $12,000 of taxpayer's
taxable income - a general maximum
PAO credit, or a general minimum credit
of $30 per taxpayer, spouse and dependent
in family, whicheihr is greater.
-Business tax cut extensions: $1.9
billion for 1976 and $2.1 billion for 1977 by
continuing temporary corporate tax rate
adjustments by which 1975 law cut
business taxes $1.5 billion this year.
Also $3.25 billion for 1977, $3.4 billion for
1978, $3.6 billion for 1979, and $3.7 billion
for 1960 by continuing temporary hike in
Investment tax credit lb 10 per cent for all
firms by which 1975 law cut business taxes
$3.3 billion for 1975 and will cut them $3.3
billion for 1976.
-Tax Shelter curbs: Limits use of
various kinds of tax shelters, chiefly
through having a limitation on artificial
losses apply in many cases involving real
estate, farming, some oil and gas wells,
movie and television films, equipment
leases and professional sports franchises.
Total tax hike $430 million for 1976, in $400
.30 ears Ago
Air cured tobacco sales opened here with
a top price of $31.00 recorded.
Nine Calloway County men left this week
for induction in the Armed Forces in the
current draft call.
First prize of $200 was won by Charles L.
Ross, farmer on the west side of Calloway
County, in the fourth annual Torn Wallace
Forestry Award, sponsored by the
Courier-Journal, Louisville Times, and
Radio Station WHAS.
Deaths reported this week include Otis
Leroy Eldridge, age 51, C. W. Carson, Mrs.
J. W. Myers, age 80, Mrs. Julia Margait
Faison, age 87, Mrs. Polly Ann Davu ,
Warren, Mrs. Mary Harris Cochran, age
23, and Mrs. Minnie Johnson Wrather, age
73.
Marriages reported this week include
Miss Mildred Beale to Augustus Wilson
Russell on December 5.
Births reported this week include a girl,
Jacqueline, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Washer on December 1.
Signs Of Mental Disturbance
Although not ne(essarily
indicative of mentat disttel-
ance, the following actions,
or signs of trouble, can some-
times help you identify some-
one who needs help:
Is this person acting dif-
ferently than he usually
does? Can you link this
change in behavior to some-
thing that has happened re-
cently? Any event, such as
a death of a close relative,
or even something positive
-such as a job promotion)-
can trigger a harmful emo-
tional reaction.
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health Education, and Welfare
Does he or she seem to be
excessively withdrawn and
depressed? Are hobbies,
friends, and relatives sud-
denly ignored? Is there a
feeling that this person has
begun to lose confidence in
himself? Depressive illnesses
have many symptoms sim-
ilar to these.
Does the individual com-
plain of episodes of ex-
treme, almost uncontrol-
lable, anxiety? Is this an-
xiety unrelated to any nor-
mal concern? Anxiety that
has no discernible cause is
a sign of an emotional dif-
ficulty.
Does the person become ag-
gressive, rude, and abusive
over minor incidents? Are
there remarks about groups
or individuals "out to get
him"?
Is there a change in the
person's habits, such, as eat-
ing:sleeping, or grooming?
Has the individual sud-
denly stopped --eating? Or
has he or she started eat-
ing, or drinking in a com-
pulsive manner? Either ex-
cessive sleeplessness or too
much sleeping can be indi-
cators of problems
Any of these signals, if
they continue for any length
cif time, may call for profes-
sional help. Fortunately,
early identification of the un-
derlying problems causing un-
usual behavior can often make
these symptoms disappear.
Sources of information on
where to obtain this help in-
clude your nearest Commun-
ity Mental Health Center, the




Are Cigarettes Worth The Hazards?
The American Cancer Society,
(A(I) is greatly concerned about
the sharp increase in lung
cancer among women who
smoke cigarettes. Lung cancer
deaths in women have jumped
upward (173 per cent) during the
last 20 years.
Lung cancer. which previously
attacked mostly men, now
claims the lives of more women
than ever. At one time, it was
thought that cigarette-smoking
women had greater resistance to
lung cancer than men. However.
since women have been smoking
as long and as heavily as men.
they are suffering the same con-
. the-lung cant* rate
in women has doubled in the gist
10 years. authorities believe that
we are experiencing an
"epidemic of lung cancer in
women." Some researchers feel
that the ;Lite has not peakecnd
r).
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M Li
will continue to rise if women
continue to smoke.
There are other hazards fac-
ing women who smoke -- heart
disease, stroke, emphysema,
cancers of the mouth and larynx.
They spend 15 per cent more
days sick in bed each year with
minor illnesses and lose three
times as many work days as
women who don't smoke.
Women who smoke during
pregnancy endanger their un-
born children. They are more
likely to have an infant below
normal weight, a stillbirth, or a
baby who dies soon after birth.
Smoking among teen-agers,
especially girls, is on .the in-
crease Those-Who-Start srnoking
young are often heavy smokers,
thus running the greatest risk.
The ACS urges all smokers to
rethink their feelings about
smoking -- why they started,
why they continue and whether
they really enjoy smoking - and
encourages them to try to quit.
A new leaflet. "When A
Woman Smokes," is now availa-
ble from the ACS free of charge.
Contact your local unit of the
ACS if you are interested in
learning more about the hazards
of smoking and practical sugges-
tions on how to qua.
Millions of men and women
have been able to quo, so don't.
delay -- break the cigarett habit-
Q: Mrs. TJ asks why some
people can drink alcoholic
beverages and become calm
while others get wild .and corn-
-bat ive . 
.
A. Alcohol (ethanol) is more of
a sedative than a simulant.
However, alcohol is a diemical
that is toxic, especially when
consumed in large amounts In-
BLASINGAME
dividual responses to' identical
amounts of alcohol may vary
considerably, even to aspirin or
the caffeine in coffee. Recent
research indicates that, in the
digestion of alcohol, the liver in
some persons produces toxic
materials that may account for
the different responses to
alcohol. Much more research is
needed on this important sub-
ject
Q Mr. ER would like to know
the age of the oldest person liv-
ing in the United States.
A. According to My informa-
tion, Charlie Smith of Bartow.
is the. oldest known- persnn.
in the United States. He is
verified tobe at least'133 years
old by the Social Security Ad-
ministration, although he claims
to tip1144.
million range by 1981.
-Minimum tax: Hikes taxes on higher-
income persona through changes in
existing minimum tax on rich, a bid to end
many cases of wealthy finding legal ways
of avoiding paying regular kinds of taxes.
Tax hike about $1 billion for 1978, in $1.5
billion range by 1901.
-Tax credit for aged: Revamps and
liberalizes a tax credit for the aged,
removing many complications from exist-
ing features of law. Tax cut $340 million a
year.
-Working parents' child care: Makes
tax benefits for babysitter or other child
care available to four million working
parents by creating a new 20 per cent tax
credit, with top $400 credit for one depen-
dent and POO for two or more, in place of
existing itemized tax deduction currently
used by two million taxpayers. Eligibility
broadened. Tax cut of $325 million for 1976,
in $525 million range by 1961.
-Alimony payments: Makes deduction
for alimony payments available to tax-
payers taking standard deduction. Tax cut
of $40 million for 1976, in $65 million range
by 1981.
-Moving expenses: Liberalizes tax
deduction for moving expenses covering
moves to new residence in connection with
starting work at new location. Tax cut $42
million for 1976, in $70 million range by
1481.
-Home expense deductions: Curbs tax
deductions allowed on business use of
home, and for maintenance and deprecia-
tion of vacation homes which are rented
part of year. Tax hike $182 million in 1976,
in $350 million range by 1981.
-10 Yeat-s Ago
Work has been started by the Murray
Chamber of Commerce on the extension to
the hosiery mill here which will permit the
consolidation of the Paducah, Benton, and
Murray units of the old Paducah Hosiery
Mill into one complete factory in Murray
to be known as Murray Hosiery Mill.
The Memorial Baptist Church will hold
services for the first time in its new
building at Tenth and Main Streets on
'Sunday. Rev. Carroll Hubbard is pastor of
the church organized three years ago.
Deaths reported this week include H. E.
Thompson, age 68, and Duran Fair, age 34.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Wallis
burned early on the morning of December
3.
The temperature fell to a low of 13 here
on December 2, according to H. B. Arnold,
local government weather recorder.
Leslie Ellis of the South Pleasant Grove
neighborhood has been selected as one of
two farmers in the state of Kentucky to
judge in the Annual Farm and Home Week
in Lexington in January.
Bible Thottght
And the whole multitude sought
to touch him: for there went
virtue out of him, and healed them
all.
Jesus once said, "All power is
given unto me." He wisely used
that power to help others. Have
you allowed Him to touch you?
Letter To The Editor 
Questions Increase Per Cent
Dear Editor:
On November 25, 1975, the Ledger and
Times carried an article quoting Mr. J. W.
Ward, chief of TVA's Electrical
Demostration Branch, as stating that our
electricity bills would be up some 20 per
cent higher than last winter for the same
consumption.
In October, 1974, the cost of 1000 units of
electricity to the Murray consumer was
$16.21. In October, 1975, 1000 units of
electricity to the Murray consumer was
$23.57. Now, if this is a rise of 20 per cent, I
would appreciate Mr. Ward's letting us
know just how he arrives at this per cent
increase. My mathematics must be even
worse than I thought, because I get over a
45 per cent increase.
I think that roost of the consumers of
Murray and Calloway County would like to
see published the yearly increases since
1970. I am sure they would like to see, too,
the total per cent increase since 1970.
On top of the above, the consumer will
pay over 8 per cent tax.
The only remedy that I can see that
would help alleviate this injustice, and the
many other problems that confront the
consumer, is a strong consumer
organization to let our elected officials
know that their complacency about







WASHINGTON (AP) - Con-
gresssional tax staff experts ,
provided this comparison show-'
ing what the House-passed 1976
individual income tax reduction
plan would mean to some typi-
cal taxpayers with normal de-
ductions of 17 per cent.
The bill, which the Senate
takes up next week, makes per-
manent the 1975 temporary
law's hikes in minimum and
maximum standard deductions,
taken by those who do not item-
ize on their tax returns.
The House-passed bill does
not include a continuation of
two temporary features of the
individual 1975 tax cut law.
These features, due to expire
Dec. 31, are special tax credits
and new payments for low-in-
come persons with children,
and a special tax credit for
buyers of new homes.
15,000 2,549 2,519 2,315
17,500 3,145 3,115 2,905
20,000 3,784 3,754 3,544
25,000 5,230 5,200 4,990
30,000 6,850 6,820 6,610
35,000 8,625 8,5954, 8,385
40,000 10,515 10.485 10,275
MARRIED COUPLE
Income'741aw'75Iaw'76piri
$ 3,000 $ 28 $ 0 $ 0
5,000 322 170 170
6,000 484 326 326
8,000 837 674 642
10,000 1,152 1,054 982
12,500 1,573 1,513 1,395
15,000 2,029 1,969 1,810
17,500 2,516 2,456 2,276
20,000 3,035 2,975 2,795
25,000 4,170 4,110 3,930
30,000 5,468 5,408 5,228
35,000 6,938 6,878 6,698




The table shows anticipated $ 3,400 4 0$ 0 $ 0
tax liability foOtrarious income 5,000 98 0 0
brackets under the old 1974 6,000 245 35 35
law, the temporary 1975 law 8,000 559 347 347
and the House-passed 1976 law. 10,000 867 709 709
SINGLE PERSONS 12,500 1,261 1,141 1,114
Income'741aw'75lawlipin 15,000 1,699 1,579 1,510
$ 3,000 $ 138 $ 63 $ 63 17,500 2,156 2,036 1,925
5,000 491 404 381 20,000 2,660 2,540 2,420
6,000 681 594 551 25,000 3,750 3,630 3,510
8,000 1,087 1,007 924 30,000 4,988 4,868 4,748
10,000 1,482 1,452 1,331 35,000 6,398 6,278 6,158
12,000 1,996 1,966 1,804 40,000 7,958 7,838 7,718
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STORE FIXTURES Will be sold at Public Auction.
For Brochure and Information, Call or Write:
David Weisz Co.






This means you will be paying LESS THAN
WHOLESALE on everything you buy. Our doors
will be closing forever in a few days, so, this
is your last chance to avail yourself of these
remarkable savings. All of our stockrooms have
been cleaned out and the sales floor is now
replenished with an exceptionally adequate
selection of merchandise. If you were in last
week, be sure to come in again. W. T. Grant
carries just about everything you can think
of . . . although quantities are limited now to
stock on hand. Your past patronage is most
appreciated . .. Thank you.
STORE HOURS:
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251 GRANT STORES
CLOSING FOREVER!
LIQUIDATION AUTHORIZED BY ORDER OF
THE BANKRUPTCY JUDGE, U.S. DISTRICT













This is your last opportunity to buy theseGrants' top quality, department store
merchandise at incredible, discounts. Allliquidation prices have been slashedagain .. . to the very rock bottom. Now,for example, you may buy an item thatoriginally sold for $10 ... for as little as$2. That is a saving 01 80% and prevailson groups of specific merchandise . . .with the MINIMUM DISCOUNT BEING50% ON EVERYTHING ELSE IN THESTORE. Even though we've sold out amajor portion of our inventory . . . westill have a very substantial selectionof desirable goods to choose from. You,no doubt, are familiar with the quality
products carried by W. T. Grant, so youknow that whatever you buy will be an
astounding value, Hurry, quantity limitedto stock on hand, while they last Allitems subject to prior sale. First come,first served.
THIS SALE IS BEING
CONDUCTED BY
•SAM NASSI CO. INC.,
National Liquidators And GRANT CITY
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Lindsey's Jewelers
Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114 S. 56 Murray, Ky. 753-1640
Murray Home & Auto
Ike Siore lot the
Outdoor Sportsman
Murray's Boar*
Qualified Bear Archery Service
151-2571 NOW SI.









Hwy. 94f Murray, Ky.
Day fW fames Keith II Kolar IOW sod motive year Fill their, et S5.95 rots.
HA RIO Kilos, 5 pair of sods or $5.9S ofolif
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Dl TIMPOHLt Mk is it eehh column dedi, „ the hunters, fishermen and at hers 'chit ertittv the retuttrtlx the otitt af1uors.
ANOTHER ONE - Sammy Kelly does it again. Sammy bagged this deer in the Tennessee por-
tion of LBL last week. This is Sammy's second deer after having bagged his first one in Kentucky.
Fisherman's Corner
Ken Dem
Now is the time to do that
winter tinkering on your fishing
rig. Here's a checklist which
may serve as a reminder of
things you need to do to get your
equipment in top condition.
Check oil in lower unit, spark
plugs, points and condenser*
top oil seal and other gaskets,
gas and vacuum lines, and nuts,
bolts, and screws which may be
loose or missing. Also, other
things which need attention are
the tilt release on the motor,
and the prop which may be bent
or damaged otherwise with
cracks or nicks.
On your trailer, be sure to
check the wheel bearings and
repack them if necessary.
Check your tires for wear and
dry rot and replace if needed.
Inspect the trailer frame for
cracks or weak spots which
may need to be welded. Make
sure the wench is in good
working order and has a gaod
strong rope. Inspect the ligt,t
system and make sure all brake
lights, tail lights, and signal
lights are in good working or-
der. Tighten or replace any
missing or loose nuts and bolts.
Check the hitch latch and
make sure it fits snugly down on
the ball and that the safety
chain will hook securely to the
hitch on your vehicle. Check the
runners and rollers on the
trailer so that your boat can be
easily launched and will rest
securely while being pulled to
Kathy and Charlie McKenny admiring their catch of crappie
taken on a recent trip to Barkley. They were fishing minnows
along the ledges at a depth of nine to eleven feet.
Photo by K. Dean
Heine Of The Goldat Shiner 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Fred Gardner, Owner 2 Nes East thpy 94
Wholesale Bait
Moody Boat Trailers
Polar Kraft Fishing Boats
and from the lakes.
Don't forget to replace the
small "0" rings in your gas line
and check the primer bulb for
cracks due to dry rot-replace if
needed. Wash and clean your
gas tank and replace old
gasoline with fresh gas and oil.
Now, your boat needs some
attention. Wash and clean it
both inside and out. Check for
holes, cracks, or other signs of
wear which may cause trouble
when on the water. Repair any
damage which may cause It to
be less than shipshape. Be sure
that all flotation compartments
are in good condition. Check all
hinges, latches, pumps, plugs,
and wiring. Be sure all gas
tanks are properly ventilated
and that no hare wires are near
tanks.'
Get a coast guard approved
fire extinguisher and secure it
where it is easily within reach if
Ky. Dept. Of Fish & Wildlife News
Across The State
197$ LICENSES AVAILABLE
The Division of Fiscal Control
reports 1976 hunting and fishing
licenses have been clistributred
to district supervisors and were
to be delivered to county clerks
by December 1. According to
Property Officer RAY
RENAKER, over 1.3 million
licenses were distributed, in-
cluding 219,500 combination,
.257,500 hunting and 491,000
'fishing licenses. Renaker points
out there licenses make ideal
presents and are distributed
before Christmas each year.
Gun Deer
Season To Open
Gun deer season runs
December 6 through December
10. During this time, hunting fp"
squirrel, rabbit, quail, grouse
and furbearers by methods
other than trapping is
prohibited. Small game seasons
reopen December 11. Under
reciprocal, agreement, Illinois
residents may not hunt deer in
Kentucky, except a person
owning 40 or more acres of land
may hunt on his land if he has a
non-resident license and deer
tag. FteN1dents of Kentucky not
owning Illinois land may not
hunt in that state.
Other Comings
And Goings
Bow deer season reopens
December 17 and closes
December 31. Duck hunting
resumes December 10 through
January 20 and dove season




The first four days of Ken-
tucky's small game seasons
produced higher harvests of
rabbits and quail. More hunters
were checked than over the
same period last year.
However, biologists say rabbit
populations seem to be up, while
quail populations are down.
During the first four days of the
seasons, 5,421 hunters surveyed
harvested 3,898 rabbits and
2,013 quail, all higher than the
opening days last year. Arrests
were also up at 265.
Deer Stocking Underway
Deer trapping is underway at
the Ballard County Wildlife,
Management Area and
Mammoth Cave National Park
in Western Kentucky. Deer
trapped by the department are
transplanted to Eastern Ken-
tucky. So far, 73 deer have been
stocked in Powell County and a
dozen in Robinson Forest which





Nearly 100,000 , rockfish
fingerling are being stocked in
Kentucky. Stocking began in
early November and is ex-
pected to be completed in early
December. Twenty thousand
rockfish were designated for
Barren River Lake, over 50,000
for Lake Cumberland and 23,000
bar the Ohio River near
Carrollton. The survival rate




The division of Fisheries' new
fish hauling truck is performing
well, according to division
Director Charles Bowers.
Bowers says the new truck can
haul as many fish as all four
department trout trucks, is
getting good gas mileage and is
saving department man-hours.
The truck, which weights 27,500
pounds when full, holds 1,500
gallons of water in three tanks.
Another 500 gallon tank may be
added to the truck, which has
been used to haul rockfish from
Edenton National Fish Hat-
chery in North Carolina.
Department Participating
In Fish Population Study
Fisheries is assisting the Ohio
River Valley Water Sanitation
Commission (ORSANCO) with
a fish population study in four
lock chambers on the Ohio
River from Maysville to
Smithland. ORSANCO is
carrying on biological
monitoring of the Ohio under
contract from the U. S. En-
vironmental Protection
Agency. The commission
consists of three officials each
from Kentucky, Illinois, In-
diana, Ohio, New York, Penn-




In late December the lights
will go on in the laying houses
and the bobwhite quail hatching
program will resume. Around
90,000 day-old chicks will be
needed to distribute in 1976.
needed. Get skew- beat inspected
and display your registration
sticker in the proper place.
Make sure all life jackets are
approved and in good condition.
This list is just a reminder of
some items which can make
your boating experience a
joyful and safe experience. You
probably can think of some
other items which need at-
tention on your rig. All of these
are to no avail if you don't use
good judgment and practice
boating safety each time you
head for the lake.
So, take advantage of the cold
winter days when you can't go





Five - Americans and two
Australian outboard boat racers
have joined the 100 MPH CLUB
of Evinrude Motors,
Milwaukee, announced Club
officials during the American
Power Boat Association (AP-
BA annual meeting held in
Chicago, IL, November 18-23,
1975.
The international roster boats
64 of the finest and fastest
outboard pilots in the world.
Originating in 1970, the
Evinrude 100 MPH CLUB
recopizes drivers who attain
the speed of 100 MPH in com-
petition with an outboard,
regardless of the brand of
propulsion used. A major rule
governing the Club's mem-
bership is that the 100 MPH or
better speed must be run in
strict accordance with the
American Power Boat
Association's rules and certified
by the APBA. Foreign drivers
are certified by the Union of
International Motorboating
( UIM 1, Belgium, or by their
country's national sanctioning
authority. Outboard drag boat
racers are also included in the
membership, however, ac-
ceptance is based on their
breaking a standing record at
100 MPH or better over an
approved quarter-mile course.
The top speed this year was
set by Ron Hill of Garden
Grove, CA, whose average
speed of 108.020 MPH was
recorded at Parker Dam,










A FIRST - Keith' Wicker, age 14, and student at Calloway
Co. High School, bagged his first deer in the Land Between
The Lakes last Monday, in Area 2. The deer weighed 85
pounds. His father, Gary Wicker, bagged the other deer on
the left.
Evinrude Super Strangler in the
OPGS Class to attain this
speed. He also has broken seven
world records and has won eight
National APBA Championships.
Ian Purdon of Sydney,
Australia, drove a Cougar
tunnel, powered by an Evinrude
Super Strangler to record an
average speed of 105.60 mph in
the SS Class at Murimorah,
Australia, on September 8, 1974.
Ian is 26-years old and has been
racing for the past six years. He
held the Australian New South
Wales Speed Record for the past
two years and placed third in
the 1974 Australian Cham-
pionship.
Maintaining an average
speed of 105.368 mph in the OPC-
SST Class during the Fox River
Kilo Trials in Kuakauna, WI, is
new member Lee Sutter of
Waukesha, WI. Lee was driving
a Molinari tunnel with a Mer-
cury outboard, however, he also
races stock outboards and other
outboard classes.
Jimbo McConnell drove an
Evinrude-powered Goat Boat in
the 1.1.1 Class for an average
speed of 103.112 mph set on June
7, 1975 at Kaukauna, WI, to-




pionship for the Mod-120 and
Mod-U Classes held in Miami
last August. He is 31-years old
and makes his home in Wonder
Lake, 11.
Brett May, of San Diego, CA,
is ene of the youngest members
of the Evinrude 100 MPH CLUB.
At 21, he has been raring for 13
years. His membership speed of
100.742 was recorded during his
first year of OPC (U Class
racing, and was set at Parkur
Dam, Arizona in 1973.
Buck Oostingh of the
Republic of South Africa, set his
Club speed of 100.636 in October
of 1973 on the Buffalo River in
South Africa. Entered in the ON
Class, Buck drove an Evinrude
Super Strangler on a Scotti
tunnel. Buck is an Evinrude
dealer and has been racing
since 1955.
Reginald James Sorensen,
known as "Reg," recorded an
average speed of 100.02 in the
Super Sports Class on the
Brisbane Waters of West
Gosford, New South Wales.
Austrailia, where he resides. He
has been racing since 1964, and
has won most major Australian
Choropionships, He set his Club
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Cold Weather Hunting Can Be
Fun
Once again bowhunting
season is just around the cor-
ner. L. B. L. opens up on
1)ecember 13th for 19 days of
bowhunting while the state-wide
season comes in on December
17th and remains open until the
31st. What you see is what you
get and L. B. L.'s 19 day
•'second season" is almost as
much time as the first season
minus some of the hassle.
Hunting the ''second season"
offers the bowhunter the op-
portunity to hunt under almost
ideal conditions. Few
bowhunters will be in the field
during really cold weather. The
hardy bowhunter will have his
hunting territory almost all to
himself. That is a delightful
thought to a bowhunter who
finished the first season talking
to himself because he saw more
bow hunters than deer during
October.
The second season bowhunter
will need to pay attention to his
preparation for cold weather
hunting. It is very difficult to
remain still in a tree stand
during ideal weather con-
ditions. This difficulty is
compounded during cold
weather if the bowhunter has
not equipped himself with
clothing that will keep him
warm during the several hours
he will remain on stand. A cold
bowhunter quickly becomes a
disgusted bowhunter and soon
finds himself in his car heading
home where it is warm. We all
know that a great many deer
are harvested at home but they
are not the kind that you take
pictures of.
A pod insulated coverall will
go a long way toward being
truly comfortable during the
cold weather hunting that is
coming up. These "snow suits"
are very warm while not being
too bulky to allow the
bowhunter the freedom of
movement that he needs to
shoot when the time is right,
Further, these suits make a
great deal of bulky under
clothing unnecessary. A good
"snow suit" along with in-
sulated "long johns" and light
weight outer wear is all that is
needed for the bowhunter to
remain quite warm during the
hunt.
Insulated boots make all the
difference in the world when the
weather is cold. A good pair at
insulated boots will cost several
dollars but the investment will
be well worth it. When these
boots are combined with
"wick" type socks (wick socks
keep moisture away from the
feet. This moisture gets cold
and so do the feet.) The feet stay
warm and the bowhunter stays
on stand. Cold feet will bring a
bowhunter down from his stand
about as quickly as a fall. If you
keep your feet warm you will
enjoy the hunt a whole lot more.
Gloves for bowhunters have
always been a problem. A real
good glove is no problem on the
bow hand. All that is required is
practice with the glove before
going to the field. Most gloves
are bulky but with practice the
"feel" of the bow handle will
become familiar and shooting
will not be effected.
The shooting hand is where
problems are encountered. A
great many bowhunters shoot
with a shooting glove. These
gloves require that the three
shooting fingers be left out in
the open and they do get cold.
One solution is to keep the
shooting hand under cover in a
Double Limit Carlos Black, Keith Black, Blitz, Budde Spann and John McCage (left to right)
went hunting one day last week and the ducks and geese wish they had stayed at home. The
hunters each limited out on both ducks and geese. Blitz, the dog. must have had a full day
recovering all those critters?
Answers To Last Week's
Whitetail Deer Test
1. False. It is still growing.
_ 2. False.
3. True.
4. False. A scrape is a spot
where a buck scrapes the
ground bare and leaves
excretion for the purpose of
attracting does for mating
purposes.
5. True.
False. The does will be ser-
viced by those bucks sur-
viving The herds will
continue to grow if all other
factors are favorable.
7 False. They are usually
loners.
8. False. The wear on the teeth
is the most reliable indicator
of age. The size of the rack
depends on the general
health of the buck and how
well it is eating.
9. True, although some say 30
minutes is enough time to
wait.
10. False. You should follow the
deer immediately to keep
the wound bleeding.
11. False. Often a blood trail
does not start at the point
where the deer is hit.
12. b. The senses of hearing and
sight are extremely keen
also.
13. True.
14. False. They seldom look up
but they do.
15. True. Many of the best
bowhunters in the country
never use scents at all.
16. False. This kind of scouting
is very helpful, but it does
not replace preseason
scouting.
17. False. The bucks use all the
cover they can and usually
not the does.
18. True.
19. True, Trying to sneak up
many-limas just spooks the
deer.
20. False. Deer are browsers so





24. False. The average is less
than 20 yards
25. False. You actually need as
heavy a bow as you can
shoot well because you need
better penetration to reach
the vital organs at this
angle.
26. True. The deer will bleed
internally.
27. False. But you will have a
tough tracking job.
28. True.
29. False. You should aim at the




32. False. There is little
shocking power with an
arrow. The heavy arrow
does give better penetration.
33. False. A razor sharp
broadhead is lethal as far as
the bow will shoot. The close
range is necessary for ac-
curate shooting.
34. True. This type of hunting
puts you on the deer's terms.
35. True.
36. True. The pushers might get
a shot while stillhunting and
the deer will not be spooked
out of the country.
37. False. New entries are being
recorded every year in the
Pope and Young record
book.
38. True. It is Nature's way of
protecting the helpless.
39. a. The buck would want the
best view possible.
40. False. It depends on the
weather conditions.
41. False. Bucks do not fight
that seriously.
42 False. If the deer died from a
good chest hit, it will
already have bled well.
43. False. Unless the head uses
real razor blades, it 'needs to
be sharpened.
44. True. A good shot does not a




47. False They can jump it at
pocket until the shot Is to be
made.
Some bowhunters wear a
glove over the shooting glove
and they remove it prior to
making the shot. This
proceedure is not really difficult
if it is practiced before trying it
in the field.
A knit type hat with a face
mask will protect the face from
the cold and will not interfere
with shooting if time is taken to
practice with the mask in place.
If you don't like face masks then
grow a beard.
Cold weather bowhunting can
be very rewarding because
there will be fewer bowhunters
in the field and that alone is
reward enough for me. With
proper preparation of cold
weather gear you can be as
comfortable on stand as you
would be if you were home in
front of the T. V.
We hope that you enjoyed the
bowhunting test that was on this
page last week. The answers to
the test are on this page today.
Grade your test and let us know
how you liked it.




Thanksgiving day with the traditional Thanksgiving turkey.
Donnie Boyd turned up at our house on Thanksgiving mor-
ning with this Thanksgiving buck Boyd, of Murray, harvested
his deer in Tennessee. The deer weighed 150 lbs. and carried
seven points on one of the best racks we have seen all
season!
Amato Bus Reim*, VIM Chesser* HsW
Winner Collects $20,000
The biggest event of the year
in pro bass fishing circles ended
on the 21st of November on Lake
Kissimee. Howard Cotton, a 51
year old fishing guide from
Santee Cooper Reservoir in
South Carolina beat the field of
400 contestants and won
$20,000.00 in cash plus a 17'
tryker boat and Evinrude
engine.
The manner in which Cotton
beat his competitors was most
unusual in the fact that the
second place man turned out to
be Tom Mann, the famed
Eufaula, Alabama bait
manufacturer; and the dif-
ference between the two turned
out to be only one measly ounce
- making the difference of that
ounce worth approximately
;15,000.00. Howard Cotton was
in the lead the first day by some
five pounds. In second place on
the same day stood Glen Wells
of Tennessee. The bass were not
hitting Well; the cold front and
less than 20 yards.
48. False. Rain helps muffle the 72.
sounds and the deer may be
a little less wary.
49. True. To get ahead of a deer 73.
to intercept it, for instance.
Don't run with an arrow
nocked!
50. False. It should always be
touched up.
51. False. Practice and small
game hunting are 74.
necessary. 75.
52. False. It does happen oc-
casionally if the deer cannot
locate the danger. 76.
53. True.
54. False. From near extinction
around 1900 the whitetail 77.




57. False. Deer travel far less
than commonly believed.
58. False. The deer will hold
more tightly.
59. False. The best is about a 4
or 41/2 inch blade.
60. True.
61. True.
62. False. They are best from
mid-morning until early
afternoon while the deer are
bedded down.
63. False.
64. False. They become ac-
customed to human voices
and sounds and become
quite brave.
65. True.






71. False Deer do not migrate
at all.
True. That is what makes
them vulnerable to 1 smart
hunter.
False. The deer may nut
come within range when
entering the field and may
feed out of range. It is best to
scout the perimeter of the
field and find the main trail
leading to it.
True.
False. The skills used after
the shot are veci important
too.
True. The thicker cover
found in the east make them
a good idea.
False. A trophy hunter is one
who concentrates on getting
the best example of a
species that he possibly can.
78. B.
79. False. Even the best
bowhunters confess that
luck is very often a key
Ingredient in a successful
hunt.
80. c. Many hunters state that a
deer may stare right at you.






False. Activity may increase
before and after.
85. False. Their differences are
in their patterns of
movement and not in one



















'Jr, Sporting Goods Dept.
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ertearse
the combination of a full moon
had put the fish down. As the
last day take-off began, most of
the experts were puzzled.
Within the course of the last
day, Tom Mann switched
patterns three times; but he
found a method and a worm of
his making that seemed to
make a large difference. It is
called the Lemon Drop Jelly
Worm, a black worm with
small, yellow spots. He fished in
the wind and used a method that
he calls pitching to make very
short casts and little tiny holes
among lily pads. He came in
with a limit of 8 fish, a new limit
set forth by American Bass
Fisherman. He was paired that
day with a gentleman who had
traveled the farthest, Mr. E.
Derek Downes of Sussuex,
England. However, their
combined efforts were not
enough and Tom came in one
ounce shy of the winning ticket.
On the other hand, Howard
Cotton used 9' black Bagley
worms the first day for his lead.
have always associated
On the second day he switched
patterns and went to a Bagley
Bitty B, which he would pitch
the small balsa plug in small
holes in the grass. Both of the
top two weighed in on the same
scale when it became obvious
the outcome would be so close
The largest bass of the
Tournament was a 9 lb. 14 oz.
caught by Guy Eaker of North
Carolina who received a new
Glastron boat for his effort.
Ricky Green was the first
contestant drawn in the
Opening Banquet and won a
beautiful Hurst boat in that
lucky draw. The Game and
Fresh Water Commission of
Florida received a black and
white Maindencraft boat to go
toward conservation and, at the
Closing Banquet, John Tester of
Orlando, Florida was drawn
ironically, for the second year
in a row and won a Silver
Metalflake Delta boat.
This large payout was the
biggest in the history of
professional bass fishing. The
tour of the American Bass
Fisherman organization has
grown even bigger. Over
$750,000.00 in cash will be
awarded, starting with the first
tourney January 28th, 29th and
30th on the. St. Johns River in
Sanford, Florida.
lYA, LIM Between Ti. Lakes
. Short Shots
Gun Hunts Completed at
Land Between The Lakes
A total 14,890 gun hunt per-
mits for deer were issued at
TVA's Land Between The Lakes
this year. There were 8,605
permits issued in Kentucky,
while Tennessee hunter permits
totaled 6,285. Of the 14,890
permits issued, 11,747 hunters
utilized their hunting
prerogative. The number of
deer taken during the ten days
of hunting totaled 2,088. Ten-
nessee hunters took 876 deer for
a hunter success ratio of 13.8
per cent. Kentucky sportsmen
netted 1,392 deer for a 20.4 per
cent success ratio.
Campgrounds Go to Honor
system for Winter
Payment at Hillman Ferry
and Piney Family Cam-
egrounds will be on the honor
system beginning November 30.
1975 through April 1, 1976.
Campers will be responsible for
registering themselves and
filling out the needed in-
formation on fee envelopes
which will be made available at
the gates. A compliance
checker will make routine
checks at each campground.
Additional information will be
posted near each fee box at the
campgrounds. The Golden Age
Passport will continue to be
honored. Hillman Ferry is
located a few miles south of
Barkley Canal in the northern
portion of Land Between The
Lakes. Piney is located a few
miles north of U.S. Highway 79
in the southern portion of the
area. The cost of camping at the
family campgrounds is $2 per
night and $2.25 with electricity.
Silo Overlook Reopened
Silo Overlook, which has been
closed for repairs, is now open
to the public. Located in the
Environmental Education
Center, the overlook, built on a
silo, is a popular visitor at-
traction. It affords a panoramic
view of Lake Barkley and is an
excellent spot for observing





S. 12th St 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
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Ovtdoorsmen-We now have the Hermon Sport
Hiking Shoes with Speed Lacing and Vibram
Soles 8, Heels.
1203 Chestnut Phone 753-8844
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
Tennis Department
Open 7 Days A Week •
8a. m.- 10:00 p. m.
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Racers To Battle With
Nationally-Rated Cards
"I just hope with the holiday season coming on, they'll feel
charitable," Murray State coach Fred Overton says of the
University of Louisville foe for his Racers tonight in
Louisville.
"Louisville is one of the really fine teams in the country,"
Overton continued. "They've got great talent, great
coaching, and great tradition. They're easily the toughest
team Murray has played since I've been coach."
Louisville beat Memphis State at Memphis in its only game
of the season. Murray lost to Kansas in its first game but has
since beaten Fort Lewis College and Tennessee Wesleyan.
Overton thinks his team continues to make progress. "I
thought we played some really good defense Wednesday
against Tennessee Wesleyan. We also did a pretty good job on
our fast-break opportunities and on our set offense. But when
we were free lancing on offense, the results were usually
disastrous."
Overton had especially kind words for Jesse Williams and
Zach Blasingame after the game. "Jesse did about every
thing you'd expect from a three-year, all-conference let-
terman. Zach made some mistakes but he also made some
hard-earned points."
Williams had 25 points in the game and is averaging 19 for
the season. He's averaging 11 rebounds. Blasingame is
averaging 13.3 points and 7 rebounds, Grover Woolard 11
points and 6.3 rebounds, Jeff Hughes 8.3 points and 3 reboun-
ds, and Victor Jordan Vpoints and 3.3 rebounds.
Point man Tommy Wade, who injured an ankle at Kansas
and missed the last two games, is expected to be back in ac-
tion at Louisville. He had 6 points and 2 rebounds in his one
game.
As a team, the Racers are averaging 67.7 points and 43
rebounds and have hit 46.4 percent of their field goal at-
tempts.
After the game at Louisville, the Racers will play at Oral
Roberts Monday and then return to Murray for a game with
Missouri Southern Wednesday.
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Host East Calloway won a
pair of cage contests Friday
night over Southwest.
In the seventh grade game,
East snapped a 28-20 deatdock
entering the final period and
held on to take a 28-26 win. The
eighth grade game found the
hosts pulling away in the final
quarter to win 35-29.
The seventh grade game was
nip and tuck all the way to the
final horn. Sanders paced the
scoring for East as he tossed in
12 points while Bynum and
Stone each added eight.
For Southwest, Crittenden
had seven points while Mc-
Cuiston and Colson each scored
six.
East led at each quarter stop
in the eighth grade game. Going
into the last frame, East held a
slim 27-26 lead but otitscored
Southwest 8-3 in the six-minute
period to push the final margin
to six points.
Steve Barnett had 13 points
for East while Cook added 11
and Emerson eight. For South-
west, Rogers fired in 12 points.
Seventh Grade
Southwest 7 7 6 6-26
East 7 4 9 8-28
Southwest ( 26)-.-Cochrum 5,
McCuiston 6, Crittenden 7,
Colson 6 and Starks 2.
East ( 28)-Sanders 12,
Bynum 8, Stone 8, Kernmerzell
an Weatherford.
Eighth Grade
Southwest 11 7 8 3-29
East 12 10 5 8-35
Southwest (n)--Smotherman
4, Barger 4, Williams 2, But-
terworth 2, Overbey 5 and
Rogers 12.
East ( 35)-Mattox 3, Barnett
13, Cook 11, Emerson 8 and
Childress.
DANIELSON, Conn. ( AP) -
Ellis Tech's basketball team
started the 1975-76 season on
the right foot with a 63-54 victo-
ry over Putnam Catholic Fri-
day. It was the team's first
triumph.
SHOWING MON. & TUES.
DECEMBER 8th & 9th Only
A comprehensive collection obtained by our
buyers from estates on New York, St. Louis,
New Orleans and more . . through banks
and other markets.
'is, is ,r1 raid.t.r., /0 0,• ,ecroo,
.`r.t.r7 - ; ale -
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TWO MORE FOR NICKT-Nkky Swift (54) of the Murray Middle
School Tigers goes up for two more points during Friday night's
game with the North Calloway takers. Swift had 26 points for the
game shag with 26 rebated:.
DEFENSIE-11radley Wells (44) yokes a dive for the boll as Kerry
mb (53) puts the boll in play for North. Weida, for the ball is
Murray's tacky Swift (54).
Tiger Girls Defeat
Ballard In Tourney
The Murray High Tigers'
girls' varsity team advanced
into the semifinals of the St.
Mary Invitational by defeating
Ballard Memorial 49-31 Friday
night.
In the other contest, Lone Oak
romped Reidland 71-40.
For the Tigers, it was the
second game in as many nights
as Coach Jane Fitch and her
crew opened the season with an
easy win at Fulton City Thur-
sday.
Murray will be playing two
more games today. At 12:30, the
Tigers will meet St. Mary while
at 3 p. m. Tilghman will tangle
with Lone Oak. The two losers
meet for the consolation title at
6:30 p. m. while the winners
meet at 8:30 p. m. for the
championship.
It was close only for the first
quarter as Murray started off
slowly and led just 9-6 at the
quarter stop. But by in-
termission, the Tigers had
opened up a 22-12 lead and from
that point on, eased to the win








































fg ft pd tp
Stallings 2 0 5 4
3 4 3 10HarringtonKeeto
2 0 0 4
4 2 4 10
BwhYatesanan 0 0 3 0
Hook 1 1 0 3
0 2 0 2
St°°eYates 0 0 1 0
Anderson 0 0 1 0
12 9 17 31
aardteTctais getting to play in the
Marraamy 9 13 15 12-49
B
6 6 7 13-31
contest.Tammy Boone led all scorers
in the contest with 21 points.
Coach Fitch said the Tigers
played outstanding defensive
ball and were very tough in the
rebounding department. The
next regular season game for
Murray will be at home next
Thursday against Fulton
County.
Friday's Sports Brie• fly
FOOTBALL
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - The
Kansas City Chiefs placed full-
back Morris LaGrand on waiv-
ers.
NEW YORK - The Edwin
Gould Services for Children an-
nounced that the Jan. 3 Black
College All-American Football
Classic was postponed until
next December.
LOGAN, Utah - Phil Krue-
ger resigned as head football
coach at Utah State University
to go to work for Coach John
McKay as an assistant coach of
the National Football League's
Tampa Bay Bucaneers.
NEW ORLEANS - Bennie





forward Billy Cunningham of
the 1Philadelphis 76ers suffered
partially torn ligamets in his
left knee in Friday night's win
over the Knicks and will be lost
to the team for the remainder
of the season.
BASEBALL
NEW YORK - Yogi Berra,
fired as manager of the New
York Yankees after they won
the American League pennant
In 1964 but lost the World
Series, was hired by the Yan-
kees as a coach.
GENERAL
SEATTLE - Leo Lassen, the
voice of the Seattle Pacific
Coast League baseball team,
died at the age of 76.
, NEW ON.EANS -- George
DeFaiiis of Indianapolis was
named manager of the United
States boxing team that is





Ledger & Times Staff Writer
One of the signs near the door
of the North Calloway Gym
reads "welcome to the one and
only Rat Palace home of the
North Calloway Lakers!" Well
they don't really mean that
"welcome" when it comes to
visiting basketball teams.
Murray Middle School's
seventh and eighth grade
basketball teams invaded the
"Rat Palace" Friday night and
came away with a win and a
loss.
In the seventh grade contest,
it was all Murray Middle as the
Tiny Tigers put it on the Little
Lakers 34-17. The Tiger
coaching staff gave special
credit to Howie Crittenden for
his performance in the seventh
grade win.
The eighth grade game got off
to a bad start when the clock
wouldn't work except to tell the
score. No time, just the score.
Both times played ragged and
eratic ball for the first few
minutes of the contest with
North finally breaking the
scoreless deadlock with two
from the field.
Once North got going they
didn't let up throughout the
contest. The Lakers kept the
pressure on Middle with
aggressive defense and their
running offense. At the half it
was North 26 Middle 16.
The second half got off to a
good start with Middle ripping
off six points and closing the
gap. North never let Middle get
out of hand and soon had the
Tigers down by nine. The third
period ended with North on top
even though Middle outscored
them during the period.
The game was punctuated
with numerous fouls and tur-
novers. North was able to
convert more of those points to
Hieber Honored
CENTERVILLE, Mass. (AP)
- Lynn Hieber, quarterback
for Indiana University of Penn-
sylvania, is the first player
ever to be named twice as
Eastern College Athletic Con-
ference Division II Player of
the Year.
The Team of the Year is the
University of New Hampshire,
8-2 during the regular season,
the Eastern representative in
the NCAA football semifinals.
The awards were announced
Friday by William Lechonby,
athletic director of Lehigh Uni-
versity and chairman of Divi-
sion II Football Awards Com-
mittee.
Hieber, an Allison Park, Pa.,
senior, led the nation in total
offense with a 250.3 yards per
game average and was third
among the nation's Division II
passers while leading his team
to an 8-1-1 record.
their side of the scoreboard and
that was the game.
The Middle coaching staff
said it very simply "we just
beat ourselves." But every
team has a bad night and there
is always the old saying "you
can't win them all."
The teams are waiting with
relishfor the next confrontation
between "the Rats" and the
"little Tigers."
With two teams that look as
good as these two there can only
be a repeat of Friday's
fireworks at the "Rat Palace."
Seventh Grade
Murray 4 7 14 9-34







war. air to floor.
Murray ( 34)-Bumphis 2,
Crittenden 4, Requarth 1, Ray
10, Kline 4, Perry 7, Schan-
backer 4, Sims 2, Bradshaw,
Morganti, Morton, Foster.
North (17)-Rogers 4, Darnell
6, D. Ahart 2, Colson 2, Ramsey
1, Bowden 2, Young.
Eighth Grade
Murray 8 8 16 12-44
North 12 14 15 9-52
Murray (44)-Hibbard 6,
Swift 26, Garland 2, Rollins 10,
Santogato, Gray, Daniel, Long,
C. Wells, B. Wells, Britt,
Thompson, Bogard, Milton.
North 52)-Edwards 24,









to bring you this new kind
of floor-to-ceiling warmth
and comfort.
O Beautiful Beige-Coppertone cabinet.
O Thermostatically controlled
O Burns wood completely - less ash.
O Build only one fire a season.
O Holds fire overnight.
Other models for wood only - or for
coal and wood.
Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main - 753-3361
4366-Turbo 4 Wheel Drive
Handles like a much smaller tractor. Turns in a 15-foot
radius, with wheels at 78-inch tread width. Maximum
degree of articulation is 40 degrees left or right for
high maneuverability. Swinging power divider swings
to Inside of turn, greatly reducing angle of drive line,
and adding to life of assembly. Front and rear frames
oscillate in either direction to keep tires In contact
with the ground in rough terrain. Hydrostatic power
steering is standard.











Purchase Equipment Co. Inc.
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NOLO CONTENDRE -It was no contest under the boards when it came to one-on-one mate:hops between
Bob Wilder of the Tigers and James Greer of Tilghman. Here, Wilder hauls in one of his 20 rebounds while
Greer reaches in vain.
College Basketball
By The Associated Press
EAST
Villanova 68, American U 55
Maine 77 Vermont 72
Temple 63, Fordham 57
Mnhtnville 69, Old Westbury,
NY 46
John Jay Col. 70, FDU MJi
sari 64
, lioarthampron, N.Y. 123, Wind
ham 81
Norwich 68, MIT 60
Hamilton 96, Worchester Tech
66
Colgate 65 Scranton, Pa. 53
Cheyney 88, Kutztown 56
Colby 86 Lowell 73
Kings Pt. 80, Hobart 77
Jersey City St. 75, Kean 60
Johns Hopkins 58, Md.-Bait.
57 SOUTH
Milligan 79, King, Tenn., 68
Chris. Newport 74, Greens-
boro to'. 65
Troy St. 83, Palm Beach Ar-
lan. 59
N. Caro. AiST 74, Delaware
St. 66
Trevecca Naz 81, Sthwstrn,
Tenn, 69
Va. Wesleyan 80, • UNC
Greensboro 60
Radford 88, Averett 82
Tennessee 5'. 85, W. Liberty
65
N. Ala. 82, Livingston 61
Delta St. 110, Chi. St. 96
Capital 65, Roanoke 63
W. Md. 68, Bridgewater 58
Fla. South, 95, Wilmington,
Del., 80
Col. of Charleston 91, Lander
88, OT
Mars Hill 81, UNC Asheville
69
Knoxville Col, 88, Bryan 78
Tenn. Wesl. 94, Tusculum 81
MIDWEST
Adrian 79, Ohio Wesleyan 72
LaGrange 85, Columbus 70
Elmhurst 63, Hope 60
Adrian 79, Ohio Wesleyan 72
Sienna H's 118, S•. Mary's,
Minn 47









Coe 95, Knox 72
Wayne S. 73, III.-Chi. Circle
59
NE III. 102, Lakeland, Wis.,
81
Carleton 88, Lawrence 83
Ripon 98, Grinnell 73
Oak. St. 78, Yankton Col. 70
. Hastings, Neb. 81 S.D.-
Springfield 74 -
Mo.-S• Louts 101, W. Ill. U.
96
John Carroll 67, Case W.
Rsrv. 66
Quincy Col. 108, Lewis U. 70
Bethany Naz. 75, Midwestern,
Tex. 65
Okla. Christ. 74, McMurray,
Tex. 68
U. of Sci. & Arts, Okla. 81,
Hou. Thson. 56
Dickinson, N.D 74, ChadrOn
St., Neb. 70
SOUTHWEST
Dallas Bapt. 89, Lubbock
Christ. 80
Texas Wesl. 74, Wayland
Bap!. 70 4
FAR WEST
UCLA 90, San Jose State 80
Washington 76, Wyoming 69
San Francisco 49, Stanford 44
Portland. 70, Idaho 69
Chico 100, Oregon Col. 71
Oregon St. 106, Portland St.
76
E Wash. St. 118, Montana
Tech 60
Whitworth 90, Lewis Clark 83
TOURNAMENTS
Steel Bowl Tournament
Nevada Las Vegas 105, Syr
acuse,83
Duquesne 75, Pitt 74
Vanderbilt Invitational Tourney
First Round
Kansas 5'. 89, Holy Cross 85,
OT
Sou.hern Cal 77, Vanderbilt
72
Sun Devil Classic
DePaul 100, Memphis St. 91




Oklahoma City 84, Cleveland
St 60
Missouri 105, Baylor 70
Madison Wvitational
Semifinals
Christian Bros. 77, Susque-
hanna 67















Har•ford Trinity College Tour-
nament
Cent. Conn. 97, Wesleyan 79
Harford 85, Trinity 81
Redlands Invitational
LaVerne 85, L.A. Bapt. 81
Claremont-Mudd 72, Pacific
Christ 68
Cal Bapt 94, Azusa Pacific 76
Biola 56, Redlands 47
Southwest Georgia Invitational
Paine 94, Ft. Valley 88
Albany 73, Ga. SW 68, OT
Metro Clssic Tournament
Semifinals
Morgan 77, Coppin 76, 20Ts
Towson 77, Baltimore 71
NAIA District 2 Tipoff
Pacific 69, Willamette 68
Consolation Semifinals
Warner Pacific 65, W. tiapt.
57
George Fox 82, S. Ore 69
NAIA District 2 Eastern Tipoff
First Round
Lewis 8. Clark 70, NW Naza-
rene 65
E Oregon 70, Col. of Idaho 67
Girls Scores
By The Associated Press
Laurel County 78, Jackson
County 28
Lou. Atherton 39, Lou. Manual
28 ,
Jeff. Doss 30, Mercy 28
Jeff. Fern Creek 61, Jeff. Wag-
gener 59
Holy Ro6ary 46, Thomas Jefter.
son 26
Jeffersontown 46, Jeff. Eastern
33
'Lou. Male 47, Lou. Shawnee 14
Jeff, Moore 42, Jeff. Fairdale
40
Jenkins 58, Paris 33
Jeff. Ballard 49, Presentation
47
Marshall County 42, Fulton City
32
St. Mary's Girls Invit.
Murray 49, Ballard Memorial
31
Lone Oak 71, Reidland 40
Wilder Has Great Game
Super Effort By Tigers Falls
Short As Tilghman Grabs Win
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Bob Wilder did a little bit of
everything Friday night.
He drove on the floor for loose
basketballs, he totally con-
trolled the rebounding depart-
ment and he was almost un-
stoppable on offense. He did
everything except sitting on the
floor and shooting.
Come to think of it, he did that
too. But even with the 6-5 senior
swingman's super effort, the
Murray High Tigers came out
on the short end of a 76-67 score
at Paducah Tilghman Friday
night.
Just before the halftime
buzzer, Wilder got the ball and
was knocked to the floor. But
somehow, he managed to fire up
a shot while sitting on his
backside and believe it or not,
the ball fell in the basket.
"Bob is showing us what he
can do and he's going to be a
real fine player before this year
is over," said Tiger Coach Cary
Miller.
"We also have a bunch more
of players who are really going
to come around before the
season is over. We couldn't have
asked for anything more out of
Wilder finished the contest
with 22 points and had 20
rebounds. At one point, the
Tigers trailed top-ranked Tilgh-
man by 15 points. But behind the
super play of Wilder and
reserve forward Lindsey
Hudspeth, the tempo of the
game began to change.
Murray came out running
from a 47-36 lialf time deficit and
scored the first six points of the
third period. From that point
on, it was a five to seven-point
lead for Tilghman for the rest of
the contest.
The closest Murray got came
with 7:16 left in the fourth
period when Wilder hit a layup
to close the Tilghman gap to 60-
58. With three minutes left in the
contest, the Tigers trailed 67-62
and then Tilghman went into the
slow-down type game and the
Tigers were forced to foul.
Murray High came into the
contest with an 0-1 record,
having lost to a rugged Trigg
County team 76-71 in the season
opener Tuesday. In a pre-
season poll of coaches, Murray
was rated eighth in the Region.
"I'm sure the poll is going to
change quite a bit," said Blue
Tornado Coach Berny Miller.
"We knew Murray High was
tought, and they are one of the
best teams in the Region. We
had seen them play in our
jamboree and we scouted them
against Trigg County."
While Wilder was putting on a
show for the crowd, so was 6-5
senior forward Rodney Cash of
Tilghman.
Cash finished with a game-
high 35 points, 23 of which came
in the first two periods.
"I was surprised that Murray
High let him take the open shots
from the outside. He's just that
kind of a shooter...that's why we
play him wide rather than in-
side."
The Tilghman coach said he
felt his team let up quite a bit in
the third period when the Tigers
began biting into the Blue
Tornado lead.
"We were in some foul trouble
at halftime and we were con-
centrating heavily on not
fouling in the third quar-
St. X Wraps Up Kentucky AAAA
Championship On Friday Night
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) -
Ashland Coach Herb Conley
had no trouble pointing the fin-
ger of blame at the slippery
culprit who prevented his foot-
ball team from winning its 15th
consecutive game.
It was quarterback Rick
Buehner, a lanky junior whose
magic feet and potent arm lift-
ed St. Xavier to a 20-0 win over
Conley's Tomcats in the state
Class AAAA championship
game Friday night.
-He was the difference," said
Conley after Buehner had
passed for one score and run
for another. "He's a great
one."
Conley said he thought his
club, which finished 14-1, could
have won the game if Buehner
had not bothered to show up.
But he did, and therein lies
the tale of Ashland's undoing.
Buehner led the Tigers, who
entered the game ranked No. 2
in the Jefferson County ratings,
to a second quarter touchdown
that produced all the points St.
X needed. After gaining 20
yards on a keeper, he passed 15
and 17 yards to David King be-
fore combining with King on a
22-yard scoring toss.
Tailback Jitn Karibo, who
collected 152 yards in just 11
carries, bolted 58 yards on the
first St. X play of the third pe-
riod to make it 14-0 before
Buehner capped matters with a
5-yard touchdown run early in
the fourth period.
While Buehner and St. X
were putting points on the
board, Ashland was ex-
periencing some troubles.
The Tomcats, making the
first serious offensive challenge
of the game, moved to the St.
X eight late in the first quarter.
But a penalty killed that surge
and Ashland came away score-
less when Jim Johnson's 25-
yard field goal attempt was
wide.
Trailing 7-0, Ashland moved
from its 19 to the St. X 15 be-
fore adversity struck again in
the form of a rampaging St. X
defense. Greg Jackson was
thrown for a 13-yard loss, a
halfback option pass fell in-
complete and St. X finally took
over on downs at its 25.
Karibo added his scoring
jaunt with 9:54left in the third
peaiod and /the champion's
crown began to settle snugly on
the head of St. X Coach Bill
Glaser.
-I feel good about it, for the
kid's sake," said Glaser, who is
25-0 in two seasons at the Tiger
helm. His first team won the
Class AAA title when Ken-
tucky's prep footballers were
divided into three classes.
"I can't say which one is the
biggest," said Glaser, but it
was obvious from the uproar
that he wasn't unhappy to ac-
cept the champions mantle for
the second straight year.
Kentucky High School Scores
CMaityrsh55all County 100, Fulton
Ballard Memorial 90, Liv•
ingston Central 71
Symsonia 79, Wingo 72
Hickman County 56, Fulton
COunty 54, overtime
Crittenden County 60, Webster
County 55
.paducah Tilghman 76, Murray
67
Henderson County 78, Trigg
County 66
Lou. Central 80. Jeff. Ahrens 63
Lou. Male 75, Lou. Shawnee 69
McCreary County 73, Nancy 55
Hardinsburg Sr. Romuald 85,
Portland Christian 79
sWbhuritg 62hitley County 73, William -
East Carter 79, Lewis County
7/
Lou. Seneca 82, Jeff. Westport
6:Crawot (53d 49, Evarts 38
Grayson County 77, Bullitt Cen
Ohio County 83, Greenville 76
CLreeex.k 6Hen5ry Clay 69, Lex, Tales
Lex. Bryan Station 57, Lex
Lafayette 46
Hazard 72, -Whitesburg 64
Lincoln County 67, Pulaski
County 54
Rockcastle County 64, Berea 53
Woodford County 58, Fleming
County 44
Pleasure Ridge Park 99, Jeff
Butler 
5
Fleming-Neon 62, Jenkins 58
Newport Catholic 92, Mason
County 49
Jeff. Stuart 66, Jeff. Southern
60
rTehtot 59mas Jefferson 79, Jeff. Our
Allen County 81, Chandlers 67
Covington 
County 
arliHoly Cross 68, Campb
es66, Carlisle County 60
Jeff. Trinity 58, Jeff Bishop
L"Davki 54 
Jeff. Valley 122, Beth Haven 65
Burgin 79, Eubank 66
Cordia 79, Dilce Combs 55
davanli
MISMATCH- Junior gasped Raymond Sims (5-9) drives to the basket quint 6-6 James Greer of Ugh
man. Sims finished with 16 pawls in the contest but the Tigers lost 76-61 to the Blue Tornado
($taff Ph•fii.ky Nike trate I
Covington Holmes 83, Dixie
Heights 60
Elizabethtown 78, LaRue Coun-
ty 63
Erlanger Lloyd 69, Dayton 33
Ft Thomas Highlands 82, Bish
op Broussart 63
Hart County 71, Taylor County
70
Fairview 87, Paintsville 65
Anderson County 65, Danville
56
Sheldon Clark 69, Johnson Cen
'rat 64
Bell County 59, Pineville 5.4
Franklin County 65, Mercer
County 58
Estill County 70, Richmond
Model 50
Caldwell County 105, Cuba 58
Hart County 71, Taylor County
70
Lou. Atherton 60, Lou. Manual
56
Eminence 51, Ky. Country Day
50
ter...consequently we didn't
play any offense or defense in
the third quarter."
Equally as impressive as
Cash was Hudspeth and junior
guard Raymond Sims of the
Tigers.
Hudspeth came in for 6-4,1
senior David Frank and
finished with 16 points and 10
rebounds. Sims also had 16
points and time after time, hit
Wilder with fine feed passes and
also drove to the bucket very
well.
"We played very well the
second half.. nobody can take
that away from us," Tiger
Coach Cary Miller said.
-We didn't play any defense
the first half. But the second
half, we worked real well on
defense and showed what we
are capable of doing. We're still
experimenting to find out what
we can play," Miller added.
The Tigers will face another
tough test Tuesday when they
visit Carlisle County.
sawn,"
fg ft Pi LP
Suns 7 2 1 16
Rschardisou 0 1 3 1
Wilder 8 6 3 22
Frank 1 2 1 4
Perry 3 2 5 8
Hudspeth 0 3 16
Reed 0 0 0 0
Totals 27 13 16 67
fg ft pf tp
Cash 14 7 3 35
Whitehead 2 I 4 5
Shurnpert 4 0 3 8
Greer 4 1 4 9
Goodwin 5 2 4 12
0 0 2 0
Warren 3 1 2 7
Totals 32 12 22 74
Mu-ray 16 30 1/ 13-47
Tilghman 22 M 12 17-76
Preliminary Murray 46 Tilghman 4$.
TWO FOR JAMES-Big Maw Greer, a 64, 211-posved, meter,
goes up for two of his nine points for Tilghman. Defending for the





Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
-Open 12:00 A.M. Til 6 P.M.-
For Christmas Giving
Choose from Daniel Green's
collection of footwear fashions,
In a rainbow of
kicky. new colors
Pick a pair
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Grace O'Bryan, Box 18,
Dexter, Ky., Ad-
ministratrix
Mary Eliza Rotleff, Dec'd,
Grant Rotleff, 219 S. Ilth
St., Murray, Ky.,
Executor
Ebe Lyons, Dec'd, James
E. Lyons, 212 Irvan St.,
Murray, Ky., Executor
Aedrew- Nuckolls, Dec'd,




Virginia Crouse, Route 1,
Murray, Ky., Ad-
ministratrix





5 Fencing 57 Pilaster
sword DOWN
9 Chl a fr 04 1 Equality
12 Oriental 2 Wine cup
nurse 3 Mexican
13 Bellow dishes
14 Anger 4 Tint
15 Having 5 Teutonic
brtnch es deity
17 Spire 6 Stritkon•O
19 E sports 7 Dines
21 Musical in- 8 Before
Struieent 9 Mature
22 Part in play 10 Heraldic
24 DIPMTIong device
25 Metal it Unwanted
26 Mature plant
27 sumo pa- 16 French arti-
tiently cle
22 pan ot -to 18 Great Lak •
be 20 Sheets of
31 Foothk• part glass
32 Brother of 22 Knocks 
39 Large
Odin 23 S-shapod 
Cisterns
33 Compass mOdeng 
41 One of Col-
25 Woody ptant umbus's
34 
point 
title 27 Without end 
snips
l
35 Cornpass 28 Beneath 
42 Mark eft by
Mirror to Friday • Puzzie
point
36 AlCingStde of






















































Dec'd, John C. Neubauer,
505 Main St., Murray,
Ky., Administrator
Ora Haley Erwin, Dec'd,
Naomi Erwin, 825 S. 1st
St., Mayfield, Ky,
Executrix
All persons having claims
against said estates are
notified to present them to
the Administrators or
Executors verified ac-
cording to law, same to be
presented to said Ad-
ministrators or Executors
in due course of law.
This 4 day of December,
1975.
Marvin Harris, Clerk
































Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line.... 753-NEED













BER SHOP, 209 Walnut
Street. Also Watkins
Products. 753-9067.
WHAT WE DO,best is care.
NEEDLINE, 753.6333.
FOUND, YOUNG female
Irish Setter. Call 492-8367
after 6:00 p. m.
6 Help Wanted
WANTED SOMEONE to















Vao, ...a • .0.
TKAT SOUNDS
HORRIBLE '
et GO TO THE CITY„ TO SELL
MY DIAMOND, REEM A .
'IOU CANNOT GO. TOO








A 8CANKET CULL OF Ole
CACTUS STICKERS'
WHAT 'IOU GOT IN 'Ng








Earn cash or gift. Call




houses, dog houses and
bird houses. Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 753-
0984.
12. Insurance
The sooner you call,
the sooner
you save F Am-
N0.1534489
SAM 01 Slettll
14. Want To Buy
A I 2 HORSE OR or 34
electric drill. Call 753-5595
or 753-5000.
OVER ANto UNDER
shotgun or will trade
Remington 1100 for one.
Call 753-8772 after 5:30
call 489-2554.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also eAll buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.
15. Articles For Sale
BICYCLE Western Flyer.
10 speed, 24". Call 753-
8855.
TOYS, LIKE NEW for half
price. Have games,
books, etc. Curious Shop,
1306 Main.
GO CARTS, 3 models,
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143. Sale price




brass, black and brass or
polished brass finish,
88.88 each. Wallin Hard-
ware, across from post
office, Paris, Tenn.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16 00 a rick. Will
special cut to your needs.
Call 436-2315.
SHERWOOD S-7200 stereo
receiver in perfect con-
dition. Still under
warranty. Selling cheap.
Call at 753-3532 after 4 p.
m.
DRUM sET,trumpet, 2
good used bicycles. Call
492-8374
45 SQUARE YARDS of
beige carpet. $35.00. Call
753-4713.
FIREWOOD - $10.00 rick
Highway 280 ap-
proximately 31/2 miles to
sign.
15. Articles For Sale
MEDIUM SIZE tricycle,
small bird cage, small
electric heater. Call 753-
4783.
LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
NATURAL RANCH mink
stole, double fur 'collar,
fully let out female skins,
like new. Original price
$895, will take $300. Call
753-4395 after 5:00 p. m.
REMINGTON electric
typwriter, $65.00; also an
Olivetti Underwood
electric calculator,
$115.00, both in good
condition. Call 753-4342 or















solid oak with pecan
finish formal dining
room. Includes China
cabinet, extra long table
plus 2 additional ex-
tensions, 6 velvet side
chairs and 2 captain arm
chairs. Priced way below
original cost now only
$1,000.00. Call 753-3597 to
view.
LAYAWAY FOR Christ-
mas and get big savings.
On living room, bedroom
and dining room fur-
niture. Cedar chest, roll-
away beds, book shelves,
recliners, pictures,
lamps, unfinished chest,
gun cabinet, desks, toy
chest, iron stone dinner
ware, stainless steel flat
ware. Carraway Fur-
niture Co., 105 North 3rd
Street, 753-1502.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street,
New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359. 24
Hour answering service.
27 Mobile Home Sales
ONE 1974 MODEL 1955
Oliver tractor. Low hours
with five bottom plows.
300 Massey Ferguson
combine, with headers
and 1973 model 4 wheel
Dodge pickup. Call 753-
2965 after 5 p. m.
TWO 12" plows, 6 ft. disc, 2
row cultivator, one row
cultivator, one drill, one
rotary hoe, one spray rig,
one culti-mulcher and one
disc plow. 410 Massey
Ferguson combine with
14' header and pickup
reel. All this equipment
has 3 point hitch for Ford
tractor. Contact 4742378.
20 Sports Equipment
TWO NEW 26" bicycles,
boys and girls. Call 436-
2372 between 7 and 8 p. m.
OUTBOARD MOTOR boat
in good :condition with
motor and trailer. $500.00.
Call 498-8753.
NORTHWESTERN GOLF
Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" -.10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
PING PONd table. Like
new. $22.00. Call 753-4378.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power







for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
SET OF DRUMS, Rogers R
360. White pearl. Three
years old, excellent
condition. Set complete
with Zildjan cymbals and













Charolais bulls, 15 months
old and 10 Angus cows.
Seven 2 Charolais cows.'
 , Call 489-2297. 121 Near
Coldwater.


















NEW AND USED John
Deere planters, Allis-
Chalmers hard , land
' planter. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
175 MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor with plows and
discs. Call 753-5444.
SEARS SOLID state 125 1967 135 MASSEY
watt amplifier. Four FERGUSON tractor.
imptits b tremolo, • Plow, disc and cultivator.
rfelet""*-10114-Fertt-traetot-
switch also electric disc, and cultivator. 1961
guitar. $150.00, buys them Chevrolet truck, 151/2'
both. A real bargain, ideal grain bed. All in good
for Christmas gift! Phone condition. If interested
7534753. call 489-2188 after 6 p. in.
OIL DRUM with stand and
copper tubing. Also 1961
Oldsmobile, runs good.
Call 489-2156.
1971 54 TON Ford tran-
smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburetor.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
1970 MODEL JEEP truck.
Camper, wheels and tires.
Four wheel drive. Also
firewood for sale. Call 753-
5807.
CHAIN LINK FENCE,
30 day special. Four ft.
high installed, 21.50 per ft.
Call after 5 p. m. for free
estimates, Allstar Fence
Co., Paris, Tenn., 642-6492
or 642-8947.
27. Mobile Home Sales
MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families
only. South 16th Street,
Call 753-3855.
1968 12 x 61 Style-Mar,
Carpet, underpinned,
washer, dryer, and dish-
washer. Call 753-7423.
12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,





condition. $4,995. Call 753-
9816
MUST SELL, MOVING.
1972 Atlantic 2 bedroom,




1972 MOBILE HOME, 12 x
40. Excellent condition.
Call 753-2670 after 4:00 p.
m.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
12 FT. X 55 FT. Com-
modore, 2 bedroom
mobile home. Call 753-
6932.


















commodate 2, 3, 4





Coll 753-5865 days or
753-5108 after 6:00
and on Sunday.
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in a
country home. Call 436-
2510.












electric heat, near South-
west school. Married
families only. Also place
for horses. Call 753-2611.
MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, all electric,
water, lawn mowing and
garbage pickup fur-
nished. $50.00 deposit,
$125.00 per month. Call
753-2377.
NICE THREE BEDROOM
trailer in the country.
Unfurnished, years lease.
$95.00 monthly. Call 498-
8419 after 2 p. in.
30 Business Rentals
GREENS BODY SHOP, 121
South. Call 436-5560.







clean, small, quiet, house
to rent in Murray area.
References. Call 753-8808.















way 121, Call 753-3139
after 6 p. in.
TWO BEDROOM apart-
ment, all carpet, disposal,
range, dishwasher,
washer dryer hookup,
central heat and air,
patio. $150.00 month. Call
753-7550.
MURRAY MANOR








apartment. May be seen
at Kelly's Pest Control,
100 South 13th.














$125.00 per month. Broad
Street Extended. Call 753-
5281 after 6 p. m.
References.
FOUR BEDROOM new




THREE 100 lb. pigs, four 40
lb. pigs. Phone 436-5455.
EIGHT PIGS for sale. W.
T. Kingins, New Concord.
Call 436-5622.
REGIST'ERED POLLED
Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
no. Also cows, bred and















All breeds. Pine Point
Estates, Eagle Creek




PATIO SALE, 3 CB radios,
exercycle, typewriter,
lots of other items.
Saturday and Sunday.
December 6 and 7. Two
miles South of Holiday
Inn on 641. Turn right on
Tom Taylor Road go P
mile to gold mobile home
on left. Call 753-9860.
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
H. T. WALDROP REAL
ESTATE, call 753-5646 or
B. J. Puckett at 753-7190.
Approximately 300 acre
farm near Poplar Spings
Church. Has silo, dairy
barn, loafing barn, well
and No. 1 water district.
one half mile fror.1 lake.
Inquire. Three bech oom,
21/2 baths, den, 11/2 garage
on West Olive Street,
,--opedered. -We- -bedrooms -
bath on 94 East, less than
one mile from lake,
enough road frontage for
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43 Real Estate
E7CCELLENT BUY in a 2
bedroom home with new
aluminum siding, located
close in to Murray,
carpeted, completely
remodeled inside on a 1
acre lot. A real nice home
priced at $18,200.00.
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th, 753-3597.
WE HAVE a nice mobile
home that can be pur-
chased with a low down
payment and payments
the same as rent. The
mobile home is located in
the beautiful Keniana
Development at Hamlin,
Ky. The mobile home and
lot can be bought for only
$7,500.00. Let John
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
show you this property.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Murray, Ky. 753-0101 or
753-7531.
31/2 MILES WEST of
Murray on Highway 94.
Four bedroom brick home
and separate business on
large lot. Business could
be grocery, auto or other.
Priced in the $50's. Come
by BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE, 105 N.
12th or call 753-8080.
WE HAVE CLIENTS
wanting (1) property with
central heat and air in
Robertson School
district; (2) 40 acres with
old house - cash deal. Call
now WILSON REAL
ESTATE, 753-3263. Or
come by 202 South 4th,
across from Post Office.
NOISY 910/1 lids mice 3
bedroom benne et 104 Giese
formII. is Pet riebt fir Awe
rise need Mrs is become
tisere's a generate 20' x W
slop. Great for rediseer or
ivendirertins. Coll for ad-
Mena Mae. $15,569.
NEUSS 011111111111 Ms • low
csoferfolis Weisel. • •410•100
fmlly rem, • Nrephno, e for-
,nraf *AN rofelli,40911100101
yresiespefy 2,111 sq. fT
wieble soollsino dimwit of R.
Besessery ad only 13301r
.leet cell to see It. Redsoned to
$211,9110.
MOORS & BAR9A01 NUNTIRSI
Drive by 516 Ibes nuke as
offer. Owner ha been tree-
shred I node to sell 3
%dreams, 1% bolits sod loss
Wee 2 years elt lirt price
$31,569. Al rseeessoble offers
wll be eneeidered.
PRIVATE PARADISES Espy veer
freedom mid pinery. tbere's 10
sores S. W. of Lyon Greve limn
bets yes be yes. features: 3
bedrooms, pod sto* bare,
pends, end per Wer is
fleetness. Oely $410,1101.
Weyer Wire Reel Estero
Across freer port office
Phone 753-320.3 ourrhwe
3r..a.tebta. IP X 30 3E1
43. Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real _estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
46. Homes For Sa:e
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spans
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call










Price reduced by owner.
For appointment call 753-
8611 or 753-9537.
HOME ON 3 WOODED
acres, 7 miles southeast of
Murray. $10,500. Call 753-
0268 or 7534460.
OR LEASE. Three
bedroom brick home, 1;4
years old. Fully carpeted,
central heat and air, 1L2
baths, 2 car garage, two
blocks from Murray High





carpet. $19,500. Call 753-
0119.
VERY NEAT two bedroom
house, 1108 Vine. Stove,
refrigerator, washer,
dryer, new air conditioner
geocit. ntiefludiid.
TWO BEDROOM brick on
Farris Avenue in Murray.
Carpet, large den,
fireplace, lots of closet
space, double
refrigerator freezer,
stove, washer and dryer,
dishwasher and garbage
disposal. All drapes in-
cluded. $28,000. By ap-




home on 1% wooded
acres, near lake, beach
and boat dock. In New
Concord area. Two
bedrooms, den, large
kitchen, living area with
fireplace, garage. 12 a 20
screened patio. Priced to
sell at $24,500. Call 436-
=5.
BY OWNER, 3 bedrooms,
11/2 baths. Magnolia
Drive. Fully carpeted,
large family room, dining
area, utility, double
carport. Trees and
shrubs. Low 30's. Call 753-
2485.
DELUXE NEW 4 bedroom
house. Unique design,
large lot. Many extras.





Henry Street. $17,500. Call
753-3358.
NEW FOUR bedroom well
built home, 2 baths on 1





CYCLE. SL70 road or
trail bike. Good condition.
$250.00 includes helmet.
Call 753-5950.
1974 YAMAHA, 250 MX,
leathers, helmets, boots,
etc. Call 492-8295 after 6 p.
m.
1973 YAMAHA MX Me,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 7534168 or 436-
5370.
1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.
HOUSE AND LOT, good
location in growing
Kirksey, Ky. Excellent
water, new pump, new
carpets, all electric,
furnished. $12,500. Route
1, Box 175, Kirksey, Ky.
Phone 489-2330.
Have You
Seen What is Being Done
With MARBLE These Days?
If Not, you need to get on over to. .
Thornton Tile
And Marble
Quality That Will Please






1 lb. Roasted Pecans
1 1/4 lb. Cooking Pecans $500





ob. 1.4 Oat 0 ,0110,1.11
• .WS by 1.0.1061 MVO %VA. MO INC /2-6
3titi
urITZETICcA1-1"1- HELP VDU VATH ̀ iOURTO14161-IT. 1-E LEFT PK LITTLE
CALCULATOR AT 1HE OFFICE, "
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 CHEVROLET
CAPRICE Classic. Four
door hardtop, white with
blue vinyl roof. Power
and air. $2,975. Phone 489-
2538.
BY OWNER, 1974 Le
Sabre, 350 two barrel.
Excellent condition.
Priced to sell. Call 354-
8415, Benton.
1968 PLYMOUTH Fury III.
$350.00. Call 753-7925 or
753-4323.
WM MALIBU 307,2 barrel
Burgundy with black
vinyl top. New tires. Mag
wheels, power steering,
tape. $1450.00, firm. Call
753-3794.
1974 CAMARO, power and
air. Navy blue with white
top. Call 753-3670.
1974 YAMAHA 250 Emirs,
1695"
1973 100 YAMAHA Eadero-
1215"
1973 125 YAMAHA Enduro-
1325"
1974 125 Can-A. 595"










FOUR ER 70 x 14 radial
tires. $40.00. Call 767-4786.
49. Used Cars & Trucks







1973 EL CAMINO all power
and air. Will trade. $2,295.
Call 436-5570.
1939 CHEVY MASTER
Deluxe. No rust, good
condition. Asking $250.00.
Call 436.5459. Can be seen
at Poyner's Amoco.
1979 T-BIRD, full power
and air. AM stereo and
tape. New radials. Call
753-8161.
1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1975
VW Serico. Call 753-0963.




FOUR WHEEL DRIVE 1
ton pickup with heavy
duty winch. 1946 Dodge
power wagon, motor
recently rebuilt. Call 753-
5532.
1973 N1ONTE CARLO. Call
753-7654.
1971 COMET GT, good
condition. Low miles. Cali
753-2858 after 4:00 p. m.
1966 RED MUSTANG.
61,000 miles. In fair
condition. $200.00. Call
498-8753 after 2 p. m.
1967 PONTIAC LeMans 326
automatic - A-1 condition
$750.00. 354-6691.
1972 NOVA 350 Motor,
straight shift. Mags, new
air shocks, good con-




stay days with elder







Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
SEE THE Great Energy
Saver at Roy's Carpenter






Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-




weeks old. Very gentle
and loving. Call 753-3535
after 4:30.
ADULT PART Irish Setter.
Desperately needs a good
home. Call 762-4055.
FREE TO A GOOD HOME
6 year old male mixed
breed dog. Good with
children and good guard
dog. Also female Terrier
11/2 years old. Call 753-
8553.
FREE KITTENS. two
grown cats and 3 kittens
to give away. One puppy,
also. Call 7534555.
54 Fret
STUD SERVICE FOR a
small black miniature
Poodle. Will have choice
of puppies. Call 436-6388.
COUPLE GOING to
Florida, near Tampa
about the 19th of Dec.,
who wish a passenger.
Call 753-1394.
Puce Model CB 143 Reg. $139.95
rer•ting !MIR?* I2V DC Sale 9 09"
input 5
watrrottput 4 watt: lit°
MI148V7,.;1-.11TP.100%; mfroMtIvity ulm)//,











Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, ½ mile east





No jobs too small. Call
4364142 surly morning or
late afternoon.
1950 WILLEY'S JEEP,







model. Vanner, 25', 19,000




$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
We guarantee to please.
Call David Mullinax, 474-
IURBY CAREPT CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.




home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.
AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers' and en-
closures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647,
MOBILE HOMES un-
derpinned. Your choice of
color and materials. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.














TRICIAN - Prompt ef-
ficient service No Job too
'small. Call Ernest White.
753-0805.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work. Gravel and top soil.
Call 436-5896 or 436-2306.
ADDING A NEW room to




TER will do interior or







Call 753-5827 or 753-8618.
LAKELAND -CON-
STRUCTION. Backhoe
work in vacinity of in
2789. South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, Mille
PLUMBING AND Electric, rock and sop soil
odd jobs we like. All work delivered anywhere. Call
guaranteed to please. Call Rosa, 436-2505, open 7
James Burkeen, 474-2257. days a week
_no Four Seasons Nursery Hwy. 641 In Almo Ins
awistases Trees
CUT TiFFS. Balsam Fir, Scotch Pine, White Pine.
LIVE Tilts. Scotch Pine and White Pine
FIOCIED TIM - A variety of colors. (All flocked trees are fireproof)
FREE GREENERY WMI PURCHASE
For Your Coavenienea ' -
We Will Be Open From
8 a.na. - 8:00 p.m. Monday Through Saturday Sunday - 1 p.m. -6 p. m 75341096
Extra neat brick home on shaded lot. This home
features 3 bedrooms, living room, den, kitchen,
utility room, one bath and one car garage. Priced at
$24,500.
You would have to look long and hard to find this
much home for the money. Quality built tn-level
with living room, formal dining room, deluxe kit-
chen on main level. Lower level features spacious
family room with fireplace, study, one bath and
utility room, Upper level has 4 bedrooms and two
full baths. Central heat and air. Three car carport
and a red fenced patio that is 25' x 31'. You compare
for yourself. Owner transferred and anxious to sell.
Priced at $55,000.
The setting you won't for get! A fine brick, and
frame home nestled among shade trees in OAKS
ESTATES. This house has an elegant entrance
foyer, living room, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, deluxe kit-
chen, dining room, sunken family room with
fireplace, and two car garage. You won't want to
Mist; this one. Priced at $47,900.
Brood Street
Owner transferred...must sell! 3 bedrooms, 11/2
baths, living room. This house also has central heat
and air and fenced back yard with plenty of trees.
Compare this excellent home anywhere at $29,900.









Looking for a large home with lots of room and close
to town? Then look no longer! We have just listed
this 4 bedroom home that has many outstanding
features plus it is zoned 8-3. Call for details.
Oaks Estates
Just listed!!! This new brick home has 3 bedrooms,
2 full baths, entrance foyer, family room, 2 car
garage. Central heat and air, patio and the lot is 125'
x 250'. If you hurry you can pick out the carpet of
your choice and best of all is the price! Just $38,500.
Canterbury Estates
New listing! Most attractive ranch style home with
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, living room, Kitchen-family
room combination, extra large laundry room and 2-
car carport. This outstanding home also has gas
central heat and electric air. Priced at only $33,500.
2004 College Form Rood
This home is perfect for the large family or a family
that wants extra income. It features 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, spacious living room, family room, kitchen
and utility room on 1st floor. There is 4 bedrooms
and 2 baths on the second floor with inside and out-
side entrances. Two car carport attached to house
and detached 2 car garage. Located on 3 acres and
priced at $58,500 with potential income of $250.00 per
month.
Real Estate Office Open:
Daily Monday through Friday
Saturday til noon
Saturday and Sunday afternoon
by appointment




The funeral for Mrs. Dennis
Maggie) Boyd will be held
Sunday at two p. m. at the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church where she
was a member with Rev. Hoyt
Owen and Rev. A. H. McLeod
officiating.
Music will be by the church
chor. Burial will be in the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Mrs. Boyd, age 71, died
F'riday at 7:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors are her husband,
Dennis Boyd, and daughter,
Mrs. Nancy Simpson, Murray
Route Four; one son, Hazle Lee
Boyd, Hazel Park, Mich.; one
sister, Mrs. Ermine Stewart,
Murray Route Four; one
brother, Justus L. Ellis,
Tompkinsville; five grand-
children; one great grandchild.
Mrs. Lela Chaney
Dies Friday, Rites
To Be Held Sunday
Mrs. Lela Chaney, age 85, of
Rt. 3, Murray, died Friday at
8:35 p.m. at the Puryear
Nursing Home.
Mrs. Chaney, the widow of
Euris Chaney, was a member of
the Elm Grove Baptist Church.
She is survived by four sons,
Eugene, James and Charles
Chaney of Rt. 6, Murray, and
Cortell Chaney of Ft. Worth,
Texas.
Also survived is one sister,
Mrs. Leon (Ruth) Hale, 13
grandchildren and two great-
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
at 3 p.m. Sunday at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. C. C. Brasher officiating.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today.
MEM
Menus for the Murray Qty
Schools for the week of
December 8-12 have been
released by the luncheon
supervisor, Glenda Jeffrey. A
hamburger line is daily at
Murray High and Murray
Middle Schools, and milk,
bread, and butter are served
daily at all the schools.





turkey salad, green beans, corn,
and cookie; Wednesday—
spaghetti, baked apples, green
peas, and scooter pie; Thur-
sday—hamburger, potato chips,
mixed fruit, and applesauce
cake; Friday—pizza, fruit
gelatin, buttered carrots,
peanut butter and crackers.
Murray Middle—Monday—
pizzaburgers, tri-tater, apple,
and cookie; Tuesday—corn dog,
creamed potatoes, green peas,
and cake; Wednesday—sloppy
joe, corn, baked apples, and
cookie; Thursday—spaghetti.
fruit gelatin, cheese wedge, and
applesauce cake; Friday--
pizza, green beans, orange half,
and peanut butter cookie.
Murray High—Monday-
sloppy joe, buttered potato,
green beans, and chocolate
square; Tuesday—chili and
crackers, pimento cheese,
carrot and celery sticks, and
banana pudding; Wednesday—
meatloal, creamed potatoes,
buttered carrots, rolls, butter,
and jelly; Thursday--pizza,
plain gelatin on fruit, corn,
peanut butter and crackers;
Friday—beef stew, applesauce.
corn on cob, and cake.
Dr. James Fisher
To Speak Sunday
FBI Believe Hoffa's Body
Buried In New Jersey Landfill
DETROIT (AP) — The FBI
believes the body of ex-Team-
sters boss James R. Hoffa may
have been hauled to New Jer-
sey in a barrel and buried in a
Jersey City landfill, according
to grand jury witnesses and
other sources.
The grand jury recessed for
the weekend, but three New
Jersey Teamsters were headed
for a police lineup today. A
government informant has fin-
gered the three men, two of
them reputed Mafia figures, as
responsible for the abduction-
murder of Haifa.
The lineup will be viewed by
a second mysterious govern-
ment witness who said he ac-
tually saw the abduction of




Regular worship services will
be held at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ on
Sunday, December 7, at 9:40 a.
m. and six p. m. with Bro. John
Dale as the spaaker.
"Another Sneak Attack" will
be the subject of the morning
sermon with Raymond Rayburn
to read the scripture from I
Peter 5:8,9 and Jim Walston
and Charles Lamb to lead in
prayers.
The evening sermon topic will
be "Be Anxious In Nothing"
with the scripture from
Philippians 4:6,7 to be read by
Robby Johnson ancl prayers to
be led by Bob LaMastus and
Donnie Winchester.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service and Johnny
Bohannon will make the an-
nouncements. Presiding for The
Lord's Supper will be Ken
Hopkins and Jamie Potts.
Serving on the Extension
Department will be James
Harris, James Herndon, Newell
Hopkins, and Wayne Hopkins.
Serving the audience for The
Lord's Supper in December will
be Prentice Thomas, Van
Johnson, Tommy Schroader,
Steve Gough, Frank Hargis,
Forest Boyd, Keith Higgins, and
Bruce MacManua.
Nursery assistants for
December will be Barbara
Jewell, Peggy Carraway, Sarah
Duke, Betty Housden, Toni
Bohannon, Joan Humphreys,
and Robbie LaMastus.
Bus drivers for December
will be Gary Potts, Richard
Duke, Donald Roberson, and
Jack Ward.
Persons wishing to make
contributions to the Paradise
Friendly Home may call
Burlene Brewer, Judy Caldwell,
Wanda Colson, Linda Parker,
Faye Wells, or Lou McDougal.
The First United Methodist
('hutch will hear Dr. James
Fisher speak at both the 8:45
and 10:50 a. m. services on
Sunday, December 7.
"Following Through" will be
the subject of the sermon with
his scripture from John 8:31-36.
A solo, "Mary Had A Baby,"
will be sung by Neil Miller at
both services.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan with Mrs.
Richard Farrell at the organ,
will sing the anthem, "0 Sing
Noel," at the 10:50 service.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
Both the Senior and Junior
High United Methodist Youth -
Fellowship groups will meet at
six p. m. for meetings and have




Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten
will speak on the subject, •'Who
Am I?", at the morning worship
services at 10:45 a. m. on
Sunday, December 7, for
Woman's Day program at the
First Christian Church.
The worship leader will be
Mrs. Bailey Gore and the in-
troduction of the speaker will be
by Mrs. Walt Apperson. Patrice
Fleming will be the candle
lighter.
Special music will be by the
choir, directed by Margaret
Porter with Gary Galloway as
organist, who will sing the
anthem, "I Wonder As I
Wander" by Niles.
Serving as elders will be Walt
Apperson and Johnny Reagan.
Deacons serving will be Nor-
man Hale, Glenn Card, Fred
McCord, Leon Smith, Auburn
Wells, and Lenvel Yates.
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs.
B. D. Hall and Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Scott.
The flowers on the com-
munion table will be in memory
of Mrs. Bettye Emerson and
John Schraner by their
daughter, Johnna Puttoff.
Meetings for the youth groups
will be The Others at five p. m.,
youth choir practice at 5:30 p.
m., supper for both groups at
six p. m., and God Squad at 6:30
p. m.
names of the men who ab-
ducted him, federal investiga-
tors said.
Several federal investigators
said they regard corroboration
of the informant's statements
by the eyewitness as crucial to
solving the four-month-old
Hoffa disappearance.
All three East Coast Team-
sters are associated with Local
560 in Union City, N.J., the
same union local where Antho-
ny "Tony Pro" Provenzano is
trying to stage a comeback in
the Teamsters. Provenzano,
who openly opposed Hoffa's bid
to re-enter Teamsters politics,
was one of three men Hoffa be-
lieved he was on his way to
meet when he disappeared July
30.
Two employes of Gateway
Transportation Co. said Friday
night they were among six of
the trucking firm's employes
quizzed by the Hoffa grand jury
about company procedures for
keeping track of large metal
barrels.
"We were asked whether
there were any missing bar-
rels," said Edwin Streicher,
Gateway's terminal manager in
Detroit.
Streicher said FBI agents
came to his office and took the
dispatch records for a period
beginning at the end of July
and ending Aug. 10.
A supervisor for Gateway
who refused to be identified
said that he was one of the six
persons quizzed by the grand
jury.
"We were all down there be-
fore the grand jury," he said.
"They asked us what we ship-
ped. We are a common carrier,
one of the biggest in the coun-





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. District Judge James F.
Gordon plans to step down next
month as chief judge of .the
U.S. District Court for the
Western District of Kentucky.
In a letter dated Dec. 2, sent
to officers of the District Court,
Gordon says his plan is to "re-
tire to senior judgeship status,"
meaning he would continue to
serve with a limited workload.
Gordon, 57, wrote that he
"will continue to handle the
Owensboro division and from
time to time, as my health per-
mits, accept assignments at
Louisville.
"I will complete all matters
now pending before me in the
Louisville division," Gordon
wrote.
One such matter is the Jef-
ferson County desegregation
case. It was Gordon who, under
orders from the U.S. 6th Circuit
Court of Appeals in Cincinnati,
put a desegregation plan in-
volving busing into effect this
term in the merged Louisville
and Jefferson County school
system.
Gordon suffers from severe
arthritis, and associates said
Friday that this prompted him
to seek semi-retirement.
Two Sons Of Local Couple Now
Serving In Two Parts Of World
LUNCHEON AND BRIDGE
Women of Murray Country
Club will have a luncheon on
Wednesday, December 10, at
noon with Mrs. James C. Hart
as chairman of the hilitemPe4..
Bridge will be at 9:30a. m. with
Mrs. Ed Carroll and Mrs. Dan
Boaz as chairman.
Lt. Robert L Waters, Jr., Air
Defense Corps and Pvt. David
R. Waters, Grenadier Infantry,
sons of Major (Ret.) and Mrs.
Robert L. Waters, Sr., Murray,
are serving in the United States
Army, but far apart.
Lt, Robert Waters, Jr.,
completed the basic Air
Defense Corps School at Ft.
Bliss, Texas, where he was
selected for the Commandant's
List. Lt. Waters continued to
attend the Air Defense Corp
School for a five weeks course in
the Vulcan and Chaparall
Weapons System. On November
6, 1975, he completed this course
as an honor graduate. Upon
graduation, Lt. Waters was
assigned to the 2nd Infantry
Division located near the DMZ
in Korea.
Robert's wife, Lisa, will
reside with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Felix Perrin, until Lt.
Waters returns to the U. S.
Pvt. David Waters completed
basic training and advanced
individual training at Ft. Polk,
La. in September 1975. Pvt.
Waters qualified in physical
fitness and met other
requirements for airborn
training. Pvt. Waters is
assigned to the 4th Mechanized
Infantry Division, Ft. Carson,
Colorado, as a grenadier. He
will attend airborne training
early next year at Ft. Benning,
Georgia, then return to his
regular assignment with the 4th
Division.
David's wife, Judy, and
daughter, Jill, are with him in
Colorado. Judy is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Holland,
Hazel.
Both brothers recently visited
their parents and brother,
Jeffrey, who reside on Route 4.
Both indicated to their parents
and brother, Jeffrey, who reside
on Route 4. Both indicated to
Rev. White Speaker
At Memorial Church
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
the Memorial Baptist Church,
will speak at the 10:50 a. m. and
6:30 p. m. services on Sunday,
December 7, at the church.
Special music will be
presented by the Sanctuary
choir, directed by Rev. Ron
Hampton with Mrs. Margaret
Wilkins as organist and Mrs.
Dianne Dixon as pianist at the
morning service.
L. D. Cathey will serve as
deacon of the week.
Rev. White will speak on the
subject, "The Cross At
Christmas" at the evening
service when the ordinances of
baptism and The Lord's Supper
will be observed.
Church Teaching will be at
with Tommy Wilkins
as director, and Church
Training will be at 5.30 p. m.
with Larr'y Lyles as director.
their parents they plan to make
the Army their career.
Lt. Waters, applied and
received an indefinite tour of
duty and Pvt. Waters enlisted
for four years as his first
enlistment.
Lt. Waters is a 1971 graduate
of Calloway County High School
and Murray State University ,
where he received his B.
Degree in computer science in
May 1975.
FM. Waters also graduated
from the class of 1973 at
Calloway County High School
where he lettered in basketball
and track.
Dr. H. C. Chiles
Speaker At First
Baptist Church
Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor
emeritus of the First Baptist
Church, will be the speaker at
both the 10:45 a. m. and seven p.
m. services on Sunday,
December 7.
The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed at the
morning service and the or-
dinance of baptism at the
evening service.
J. D. Rayburn, deacon of the
week, will assist in the morning
services along with Bro. G T.
Moody, minister of education,
and Bro. Edward Walsh,
minister of youth.
Special music at the morning
service will be by the Adult
Choir and Sing and Tell with W.
Rudolph, ministers of music, as
director. The Adult Choir will
also sing at the evening service.
Taking the offering on Sunday
will be Thomas Hogancamp,
Mancil Vinson, Calvin Morris,
James Rogers, J. D. Rayburn,
Jamie Washer, and ,Jack
Wagar.
Nursery workers will be Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Darnell, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Newell, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Barber, Miss
Beth Taylor, Miss Cindy Hurt,
Mrs. Calvin Morris, Mrs.'
Wilburn Farris, Miss Mary
Morris, Mrs. Karl Hussung, and
Miss Beth Richardson.
Sunday School directors will
meet Sunday at six p. m
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.7,
down 0.1.
Below dam 310.1, up 0.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.8,
down 0.2.
Sunset 4:40. Sunrise 6:56
OAKS WOMEN
Women of Oaks Countr,,, iub
will play bridge at 9:30 a Ifl on
Wednesday, December 10, with
Joyce Thomas, phone 753-9441,.
as hostess. Winners last week -









2. 12 voice controls
3. Bench included




Ask for FREE demonstration on the organ
fingers/




STORY and CLARK PIANOS
To the Paducah and Murray area. Visit Conrad's Paducah
and Murray's authorized Lowrey and Story and Clark Dealer.
And take advantage of these Sales Prices on 52 new pianos
and organs (two truck loads). This is Conrad's way of in-
troducing these 2 great names and giving you, the customer
a great deal. Special prices on everything in our store!
SUNDAY OPENHOUSE
December 7, 1:00 to 5PM
direct from Nashville's
'Ole Time Pickin Parlor
MIKE PEARSON
MONDAY December 8at 8 PM
• FRANK
'HWY 69' 
ORGANand the Bluegrass Band I RENAULT CONCERT
*PRESENTLY ON SHANNON RECORDS
*APPEARING IN THE MOVIE 'NASHVILLE'
*DID SOUND TRACK FOR MOVIE 'NASHVILLE'
WITH THE 'MISTY MOUNTAIN BOYS'
in '
Mr. Renault is o musician's musician end a most talented
virtuoso PLUS being on absolute master of the modern
electronic developments of the LOWERY ORGAN








includes bench and free delivery
OTHER STYLES AVAILABLE
We refuse to be undersold!
4 Years ago we started with 11 units on our floor. Service and lowest prices
anywhere has been our reason for success. Now we have over 150 units to
select from in our two stores. We employ 2 full time technicians (organ and
piano). No contract or part-time servicemen!
WE CAN PROVE WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL!
PIANOSConrad's ORGANS
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